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Introduction1

The 2015 US CLIVAR Summit was held in Tucson, Arizona on August 4-6 and brought together 
more than 50 participants from the science community and federal agencies. The Summit 

provided the opportunity to review progress, identify opportunities, and develop strategies to 
advance US CLIVAR goals. A combination of plenary, breakout, and special science sessions were 
held to accomplish these objectives. 

Two special science sessions were featured to highlight important and timely topics for the 
community. The first, El Niño-Southern Oscillation Monitoring, Analysis, and Prediction, built on 
discussions from the 2014 Summit, and brought in a fresh perspective on the successes and 
challenges of the 2014 El Niño forecast and how to improve prediction with the impending 2015 
event. The other special science session, Understanding the Earth’s Climate Warming Hiatus, 
brought together researchers to discuss the major efforts to understand the perceived slowdown, 
and whether it is an artifact of deficits in the measurement system or statistical calculations, and 
the physical aspects and mechanisms responsible for the change in temperature trend.

This year’s Summit built upon the work of the Panels to implement aspects of the Science 
Plan (released December 2013) by concentrating on activities to advance the goals, research 
challenges, and crosscutting strategies for the US CLIVAR program. In 2016, Panel-only meetings 
will replace the Summit to further hone in on their respective work plans and activities. The 
following summary features highlights from the presentations, discussions, and resulting action 
items.

Leading up to the 2015 Summit, the current working groups and the US AMOC Science Team each 
held a webinar to provide updates on their progress and outcomes. All webinars are archived 
online. Furthermore, the agenda and presentations from the Summit are also available online. 

https://usclivar.org/meetings/2015-us-clivar-pre-summit-webinar-schedule
https://usclivar.org/meetings/2015-us-clivar-summit-agenda
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Plenary Sessions2

2.1 Welcome, objectives, and outcomes
The Summit was kicked off by Bob Weller, chair of the US CLIVAR Scientific Steering Committee, 
with introductions and an overview of the meeting objectives and how they related to the Science 
Plan. One of the main objectives for the meeting was to consider near-term implementation 
priorities to address the five US CLIVAR goals over the next year.  

Weller noted recent highlights to the program include the successful proposal to fund the Project 
Office – and thereby support the SSC and its Panels – for another 5 years. He applauded the 
role of US CLIVAR scientists in international activities, including serving on Panels and other 
organizational bodies. 

Weller asked the group to consider during the Panel discussions if the US CLIVAR SSC, Panels, and 
funded investigators are doing enough to pull all the science together and make the case to the 
agencies that the program is achieving its mission. Is the science both sound and visible? 

There is much going on in the broader community that provides additional context for the work 
of US CLIVAR and should be taken into account, such as the recent National Research Council’s 
Decadal Survey of Ocean Sciences, the Tropical Pacific Observing System (TPOS) 2020, the Atlantic 
Observing System (AtlantOS) initiative  of the European Union Horizon 2020 program, and 6th 
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) experiments, to name a few.

Weller identified some of the anticipated meeting outcomes, which included identifying near-
term priorities for the Panels to drive program goals and research challenges; developing 
recommendations to address the challenges in observing, understanding, and forecasting El Niño-
Southern Oscillation (ENSO); addressing challenges in defining and understanding the so-called 
warming hiatus; and identifying strategies for evaluating observing system needs, quantifying 
uncertainties in predictions, and linking to coastal and ecosystem impacts. 

2.2 Updates on research challenges
Mike Patterson provided an update on the four research challenges from the US CLIVAR Science 
Plan, which are a central focus of program efforts. These research challenges are not meant to be 
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static, but responsive to the science and understanding as it grows. For each challenge, Patterson 
presented the scope, the activities that have been undertaken and progress made, and future 
activities for panels to consider in their implementation planning.

The research challenge, Decadal Variability and Predictability, has a number of activities past 
and ongoing, such as the Decadal Predictability Working Group (ended in 2013), the US Atlantic 
Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) Science Team, planning and evaluation of CMIP5 
hindcast and decadal predictability experiments, and other various workshops and meetings. 
US efforts also link internationally through the CLIVAR decadal research foci, the World Climate 
Research Program (WCRP) CMIP6 decadal climate prediction project, as well as the potential 
development of a WCRP Grand Challenge. 

The Climate and Extreme Events research challenge has a number of activities past and ongoing, 
such as the Drought Working Group (ended in 2008), the Hurricane Working Group (ended in 
2014), the Extremes Working Group (ending in 2015), a new Arctic and Mid-latitude Interactions 
Working Group, evaluation of CMIP5 experiments, and various workshops and meetings. There 
are a number of events planned including a joint agency call for North American Multi-Model 
Ensemble (NMME) evaluation of extremes, relevant CMIP6 extremes experiments, a National 
Research Council study on extreme weather events and climate change attribution, and 
partnership opportunities with international CLIVAR, WCRP, and the new US Global Energy and 
Water Cycle Exchanges (GEWEX) office (when established).

The Polar Climate Change research challenge has been addressed through the High Latitude 
Surface Fluxes Working Group (ended in 2013), Greenland Ice Sheet-Ocean Interactions Working 
Group (ended in 2014), the Southern Ocean Heat and Carbon Uptake Working Group, the new 
Arctic and Mid-latitude Interactions Working Group, expanding observing networks like the 
Southern Ocean Carbon and Climate Observations and Modeling (SOCCOM) project, Overturning 
in the Subpolar North Atlantic Program (OSNAP), and Arctic Observing Network, process studies 
such as the Diapycnal and Isopycnal Mixing Experiment (DIMES) in the Drake Passage and 
Marginal Ice Zones (MIZ) study in the Beaufort-Chukchi sector of the Arctic, and various workshops 
and meetings. Future plans include engaging recommendations in the new National Research 
Council report on “A Strategic Vision for NSF Investments in Antarctic and Southern Ocean 
Research,” preparing for analyses of ice sheet and sea-ice CMIP6 experiments, and developing 
partnerships with the Studies of Environmental Arctic Changes (SEARCH), the international CLIVAR 
Southern Ocean Panel, the WCRP Climate and Cryosphere (CliC) Program, and the WMO Polar 
Prediction Project. 

The Climate and Marine Carbon/Biogeochemistry research challenge has been addressed in 
close collaboration with the US Ocean Carbon and Biogeochemistry (OCB) Program. Past and 
ongoing activities include the deployment of observing systems (e.g., Global Ocean Ship-based 
Hydrographic Investigations Program –  GO-SHIP, Tropical Pacific Observing System – TPOS, and 
SOCCOM) that measure physics and biogeochemistry, the Southern Ocean Working Group, the 
Ocean Carbon Uptake Working Group, the US AMOC Science Team, and various workshops and 
meeting. Future activities will include a single Ocean MIP within CMIP6 that includes ocean carbon/
biogeochemisty modeling, continued collaboration with the OCB program, and links with the 
international CLIVAR research foci on biophysical interactions and dynamics of upwelling systems.   
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2.3 International CLIVAR
Detlef Stammer, co-chair of the international Scientific Steering Goup, presented an update of 
international CLIVAR’s evolving structure, its many coordinated research activities, and the role 
of the US in the international landscape. He acknowledged and expressed appreciation for US 
CLIVAR continued support of the Deputy Director position at the International CLIVAR Project 
Office, the travel of US members of the international SSG, panels, and teams, and sponsorship of 
WCRP and CLIVAR workshops and conferences.

Four CLIVAR basin panels enable international coordination and regional implementation of 
observing systems, process studies, and modeling of basin-scale phenomena and their broader 
impacts. The Atlantic Region Panel is at present focusing mainly on the eastern Atlantic upwelling 
region with key linkages to the US CLIVAR Eastern Tropical Oceans Synthesis Working Group and 
the European Union-sponsored Prediction of Tropical Atlantic Climate and its impacts (PREFACE) 
project. The Pacific Region Panel is building upon its recent reports on extreme ENSO events 
and ENSO-Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) relationships to inform the planning of TPOS 2020, as well 
as continuing its coordination of regional Pacific circulation and climate experiments. Similarly, 
the Indian Ocean Region Panel is informing the design and implementation of the Indian Ocean 
Observing System with expansion to the Agulhas system in the west and the upwelling system in 
the east. The Panel is also involved in coordinating contributions to the 2nd International Indian 
Ocean Expedition (2015-2020). The Southern Ocean Region Panel, co-organized with CliC, is 
fostering coordination of SOCCOM with other countries’ initiatives, developing a proposal for a 
Southern Ocean MIP that will utilize the observation-based metrics developed by the US CLIVAR 
Southern Ocean Working Group, and identifying for the Southern Ocean component of the Global 
Ocean Observing System (GOOS), the most important near-term observational priorities of under-
ice and surface flux measurements. An equivalent effort in the Arctic region could be beneficial for 
CLIVAR to pursue, based on an evaluation of the work already being planned by the International 
Arctic Science Committee (IASC) ocean panel. The US CLIVAR-organized work in and linking to the 
Arctic are good first steps in this direction. 

Three global panels coordinate activities of CLIVAR that focus on the large-scale ocean-
atmosphere system. The Global Synthesis and Observations Panel is completing the Ocean 
Reanalysis Intercomparison Project, in collaboration with the Global Ocean Data Assimilation 
Experiment (GODAE), to evaluate the range and consistencies in signals and noise across 16 
reanalysis products. The Panel is also helping to build the International Quality-Controlled Ocean 
Database (IQuOD) - which is working to construct the most complete, consistent, and high quality 
ocean datasets, starting with subsurface ocean temperature and expanding to subsurface salinity 
and oxygen. The newly established Climate Dynamics Panel focuses on large-scale phenomena, 
processes, and mechanisms of coupled climate variability/modes, teleconnections, and change on 
seasonal to centennial time-scales. Initial topics being discussed include storm tracks, jet streams, 
and weather systems; tropical-extratropical interactions; and long-term coupled atmosphere-
ocean circulation. The Ocean Model Development Panel priority is to reignite both science 
and engineering efforts to advance the foundations of the 2nd Coupled Ocean-ice Response 
Experiment (CORE-II) to serve model development, applications, and mechanistic understanding 
of the climate system, including the use of new high resolution atmospheric forcing datasets. The 
panel is also organizing the Ocean MIP for CMIP6 based on the CORE-II protocol. 

CLIVAR is organizing research foci intended to tackle timely, tractable, and socially-relevant 
challenges that can be achieved in a two to five year timeframe. Many of the research foci are 
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directly relevant to US activities, with US CLIVAR co-sponsoring US scientist participations in 
their teams and workshops. The Decadal Climate Variability and Predictability research focus is 
organized to characterize, understand, attribute, and predict global and regional multi-year to 
multi-decadal observed climate anomalies. It is leading the design of decadal CMIP6 experiments 
to understand mechanisms of climate shifts, internal modes of variability, the impact of 
volcanoes, and climate impacts of Atlantic multidecadal variability. A 2015 workshop (November 
in Trieste, Italy) will inform the DCVP planning by examining major advances in understanding 
decadal variability and identifying opportunities for significant scientific progress. For the ENSO 
in a Changing Climate research focus, a recent CLIVAR workshop (July 2015 in Paris) reviewed 
the mechanisms responsible for ENSO characteristics and worked on the evaluation protocol 
for climate models, including metrics and observations. The Regional Sea Level Change and 
Coastal Impacts research focus has established five parallel, but interconnected, working groups 
to organize efforts ranging from integrating paleo timescale estimates and quantifying the 
contribution of land ice to predictability of regional sea level and coastal zone management. An 
International Sea Level Conference is being planned tentatively for July 2017 in New York. Another 
research focus, being undertaken in partnership with GEWEX, is examining the Consistency 
between Planetary Energy Balance and Ocean Heat Storage (CONCEPT-HEAT), with objectives 
to quantify the Earth’s energy imbalance, the ocean heat budget, and atmosphere-ocean fluxes 
and analyze the differences between satellite-based heat balance and ocean heat storage 
estimates. An interdisciplinary community of scientists will address these issues at an upcoming 
workshop on energy flows in the Earth’s climate system (October in Exeter, UK). In collaboration 
with the Integrated Marine Biogeochemistry and Ecosystem Research (IMBER) program, CLIVAR 
is mounting a fifth research focus exploring the Marine Biophysical Interactions and Dynamics 
of Upwelling Systems to identify physical and biogeochemical processes and their impacts on 
ecosystem dynamics in upwelling regions, address upwelling biases in climate models, and 
explore how upwelling 
systems will respond to 
climate changes. Further 
refinement of this focus 
will occur at an upcoming 
workshop (October in 
Ankara, Turkey).

Stammer emphasized the 
need to highlight a “one 
CLIVAR” and the intricate 
links between US and 
International activities, 
particularly in the parallel 
research challenges and 
foci. He also put out a call 
to the group to consider 
joint efforts such as 
collaborations at large 
meetings like AGU and 
Ocean Sciences, joint 
workshops, and joint 
experiments. 

International CLIVAR is leading the planning of the WCRP Grand Challenge 
on regional sea-level change and coastal impacts through working groups 
that focus on integrating paleo information, quantifying the contribution of 
land ice, predictability, causes for modern sea level change, and science for 
management. Sea level hot spots around the globe are shown using CMIP5 
model runs under a RCP4.5 scenario. 
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The 2016 CLIVAR Open Science Conference, “Charting the Course for Climate and Ocean 
Research,” will take place September 15-23, 2016 in Qingdao, China. The conference will review 
progress toward an improved understanding of the coupled ocean-atmosphere system, shape 
ideas to meet emerging science challenges, engage with future generations of scientists, identify 
key stakeholder issues, and develop and strengthen collaborations. There will be an early career 
scientist symposium for two and a half days in conjunction with the main event for about 200 
students and early career scientists to share scientific interests, develop collaboration with their 
peers, and network with more senior scientists. 

2.4 Agency manager engagement
NOAA (Sandy Lucas)
The NOAA Climate Variability and Predictability Program is currently supporting projects on 
(i) tropical intraseasonal variability, including new efforts on modeling the Madden Julian 
Oscillation (MJO), (ii) Pacific processes, biases, and climatology, (iii) Arctic sea ice mechanisms and 
predictability, and (iv) AMOC mechanisms, with plans for a 2016 call on AMOC-climate linkages 
in the North and South Atlantic. The Climate Observations Division continues to support the 
sustained global ocean observing system, with a recent call focused on TPOS 2020. COD is also 
engaged in sustaining and enhancing the Arctic Observing Network, to document the physical 
state of the Arctic Ocean, its interactions with marine ecosystems, and connections to mid-latitude 
weather. NOAA faces challenges with the overall budget, including the funding of science in FY16. 
Budget fluctuations can cause serious impacts, such as delay of field campaigns and discontinuity 
of observing systems, and can make it difficult to fund large community collaborative projects. 
Overall, it’s important to focus on mission-oriented climate research and to articulate a balance of 
activities. 

NSF (Anjuli Bamzai and Alberto Mestas-Nuñez)
CLIVAR priorities map well onto the focus of the NSF Climate and Large-scale Dynamics program, 
with its focus on weather and climate variability and change. The emergent topic of event 
attribution, for example, is important to evaluate on seasonal-to-interannual timescales, and not 
limited to climate change. The program engages other NSF programs for co-review on interfacial 
topics, e.g., atmosphere-ocean coupling (with Physical Oceanography), regional interests (with 
Social, Behavioral, and Economic Sciences), Arctic and mid-latitude connections (with Arctic 
Natural and Earth System Sciences), and other areas like atmospheric chemistry, applied math, 
and ecosystem research. The program does not have a submission deadline for proposals; rather, 
proposals are accepted on a running basis. For 2016, NSF is initiating two large interdisciplinary 
calls on (i) Prediction of and Resilience against Extreme Events (PRE-EVENTS), including weather 
and climate extremes, and (ii) Innovations at the Nexus of Food, Energy and Water Systems 
(INFEWS), including the influence of climate and water cycle variability. Another fairly large activity 
garnering attention is the preparation for CMIP6 experiments. NCAR is developing a data archive 
and data assimilation tool for this next iteration of CMIP experiments. Also of importance to 
CLIVAR, NSF supports investigator-driven proposals for field campaigns, including the Dynamics of 
the MJO (DYNAMO) and the upcoming Years of the Maritime Continent (YMC). A two-stage process 
is employed with first a facilities feasibility review, followed by science proposals review. The 
Physical Oceanography program addresses scales from small to global in scope, and observations 
to process studies to modeling. It has two target dates for proposals, February and August. As with 
the Atmospheric program, Physical Oceanography seeks co-review with other NSF programs as 
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appropriate. The review of February 2015 proposals is completing, with new awards announced 
on the NSF website in September. Following the recommendations of the National Academies Sea 
Change Report, there is a current restructuring of the funding that is taking place for facilities and 
observations. Although the overall budget of ocean sciences is flat, there will be redistribution of 
funds from some facilities to science. 

NASA (Eric Lindstrom)
The climate focus area at NASA includes physical oceanography, global modeling, cryosphere, 
and water and energy cycle. Across the board there is an emphasis on satellite programs and 
observational linkages. Therefore, it helps to make linkages to satellite data and missions when 
submitting proposals to NASA. Current activities include surface temperature and salinity 
measurements, a focus on sea level change, and working towards better prediction. The physical 
oceanography program has about 160 different projects current underway addressing such topics 
as ENSO diversity, AMOC and Southern Ocean variability and change, and ocean-ice interactions. 

DOE (Renu Joseph)
The Earth System Modeling program focuses on the development of the Accelerated Climate 
Model for Energy (ACME), while the Regional and Global Modeling program supports the analysis 
of model and observational data to enhance understanding of the climate system. DOE focuses 
about 60% of it’s funding on DOE labs, and 40% on university investigator projects through 
solicitations. Lab research is considered core activity and reviewed on a 3-year basis. Lab and 
university projects address the following research themes (all linked to WCRP and CLIVAR 
priorities): (i) climate variability and change research is led by the Lawrence Livermore National 
Lab, with its coordination of the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison 
(PCMDI), cloud resolving models, as well as work on the warming “hiatus,” (ii) high latitude 
feedbacks, led by Los Alamos National Lab and Pacific Northwest National Lab, (iii) water cycle and 
methods for high resolution multi-model ensembling, with participation of the Pacific Northwest 
National Lab and university scientists, (iv) extremes, including the detection and attribution of 
events and large data analyses, led by Lawrence Berkeley National Lab with university scintist 
participation, and (v) biogeochemistry feedbacks, including the ocean. While the FY14 solicitation 
addressed all five themes, the FY16 one will focus on one or two themes, or some gap in the 
program that is not addressed. 

ONR (Dan Eleuterio)
The Earth Systems Prediction Capabilities program is principally fostering the development 
of global coupled models for seasonal to subseasonal prediction. ONR focuses on underlying 
processes – air-sea interactions, ocean and meteorology, particularly in the tropics, midlatitudes, 
and the Arctic.  ONR is heavily involved in DYNAMO, and now the Bay of Bengal and Marginal Ice 
Zone field campaigns. It also partners with NOAA on a few small projects under NMME. Regarding 
new initiatives, ONR is currently accepting letters for the Propagation of Intra-Seasonal Oscillations 
(PISTON),. New Arctic process studies are examining ocean mixing impacts on sea ice variability as 
well as sea ice prediction from weeks to seasons for maritime operations. 
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2.5 Special session: ENSO monitoring, analysis, and 
prediction challenges
Arun Kumar, Yan Xue (session chairs)
Bruce Anderson, Ben Kirtman, Mike McPhaden (presenters)

Arun Kumar opened the discussion with a basic question of, “So why now?” There have been 
some very spectacular failures in predictions as well as some notable ones in recent years. Many 
forecasting systems are giving very different predictions amplitudes, which very confusing to 
the public and end users.  It seems that before the year 2000, the warm water predictor used 
to be very good, but it’s not any more. ENSO is not behaving the way it used to be.  Some other 
questions arise including what observations are important to monitor and predict ENSO, how do 
you communicate forecast information and manage expectations, what do we do with all of the 
ENSO research and wealth of data that is being collected? 

Mike McPhaden, the first of three panelists, gave a general overview of ENSO dynamics and 
predictability, and a more detailed look at the observations and predictions of the ENSO system 
during 2014/15 and into 
current conditions. McPhaden 
wrapped up with three research 
imperatives motivated by 2014-
2015: Understanding physical 
processes accounting for unusual 
2014-15, determining why 
forecasts were so off the mark, 
and characterizing ENSO in all its 
diversity.

Ben Kirtman outlined several 
examples to illustrate the need 
to marry predictability research 
with operational prediction. 
One of Kirtman’s main points 
is that spread is our measure 
of predictability, but it has little 
relationship to forecast skill. 
He argues that we are severely 
underestimating the size of the 
spread/plume, which means even 
the forecast for 2014 wasn’t so 
bad; it was just toward the end of 
the distribution.

Bruce Anderson focused on 
ENSO “precursors” in the ocean 
and atmosphere—using lead 
regressions on fields such as 
subsurface heat content, winds, 

The June 2014 dynamical and statistical model predictions of Niño3.4 
SST anomalies (shown above) underpinned the July NOAA El Nino 
Advisory, which declared “the chance of El Niño is about 70% during the 
Northern Hemisphere summer and is close to 80% during the fall and 
early winter.” The prediction did not verify. McPhaden identified five 
candidate mechanisms responsible for the demise of the 2014 warm 
event, including weakness of westerly wind bursts, extreme cold phase 
of the PDO, Indo-Pacific warm pool warming trends, early onset of 
negative feedbacks, and negative Indian Ocean dipole.
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sea level pressure, salinity, ocean circulation, atmosphere circulation, and others, and described 
implications for the operational monitoring system. He also outlined important strategies that cut 
across each of the three Panels. 

Discussion with the panel explored the use and value of precursors for prediction. While the 
warm water volume in the western Pacific may have good correlation as a precursor, it is not a 
good predictor of amplitude. For making quantitative ENSO forecasts, precursors are not the 
recommended approach, as too much can change until well into the evolution of the system.

The panel addressed the value of observations to operational prediction, a question being 
addressed by the Tropical Pacific Observing System (TPOS-2020) project. While difficult to 
assign a dollar value, observations have helped to improve models, although it is difficult to 
tease out quantitatively. Climate models have persistent biases, and therefore the models need 
observations and process studies to guide model improvement (e.g., of parameterizations). 
Regarding monitoring, different products are needed for evaluation vs. initialization of models. 

Coupled models are improving and leading to better skill—as can be shown with frozen model 
versions for the past 15 years. However, low-frequency variability is an issue. Quantifying the 
reliability of forecasts would be beneficial; but doing so is not well established, owing to the 
insufficient number of observed events to faithfully characterize success rate. 

Higher model resolution may help capture spatially key features of importance to prediction. 
We are on the cusp of high-resolution (1/10° ocean and ¼° atmosphere) global coupled runs. A 
challenge is how to initialize the models. Model resolution increases raise the question of what 
demands there will be on the observing system.

2.6 Special session: Understanding the Earth’s climate 
warming hiatus
Dimitris Menemenlis and Janet Sprintall (session chairs)
John Abraham, Kate Marvel, Sarah Purkey, KK Tung, and Shang-Ping Xie (presenters)

The apparent slow down of warming rate in the global surface air temperature in recent years, 
commonly referred to as the “warming hiatus”, has gotten a great deal of press and scientific 
scrutiny. Major research efforts have taken two main tracks in addressing the warming hiatus: 
one concerns whether the hiatus is actually a real phenomenon or an artifact of deficits in the 
measurement system or statistical calculations, while the other focuses on the physical aspects 
and mechanisms responsible for the change in temperature trend. This special science session 
invited presentations from the authors of invited articles for the summer 2015 edition of US 
CLIVAR Variations. 

John Abraham suggested that statistical analysis of the global surface temperature shows little 
evidence of a hiatus: while warming trend rates did experience significant changes at years 1912, 
1940, and 1970, no similar rate of change could be found in recent years using robust statistical 
analysis. Abraham applied additional trend rate testing for the period 1970-2013 and concluded 
that there was no significant change in the warming trend despite the application of multiple 
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testing methods. Kate Marvel discussed 
the sensitivity of the trend calculations 
to various factors underlying the hiatus. 
She argued that model-observation 
disagreements during the hiatus period 
could be explained by uncertainties 
in the observations, modeled internal 
variability, forcing estimates, or some 
combination of all three factors.
While Marvel and Abraham suggested 
that the evidence for a robust 
change in global warming rate seems 
questionable, Ka-Kit Tung, Shang-Ping 
Xie, and Sarah Purkey described internal 
variability mechanisms responsible for 
observed thermal sinks in the lower 
atmosphere. Decadal-scale variability 
is readily apparent in global surface 
temperatures, which Tung attributed 
to the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation 
(AMO), and also to the Pacific Decadal 
Oscillation/Interdecadal Pacific 
Oscillation (PDO/IPO). Using unforced 
CMIP-5 model runs, Xie suggested the 
IPO as a leading inducer of decadal-scale 
global surface temperature variability. 
Imposing observed Tropical Eastern 
Pacific sea surface temperatures on 
a coupled ocean-atmosphere model 
resulted in a warming hiatus in the 
model, very similar to the instrumental 
record. Modeling studies show that sub-
surface ocean heat storage is enhanced 
and global temperature trends are 
reduced during the negative phase of 
the IPO, which modifies ocean-mixing 
processes and removes some heat from 

the atmosphere. Purkey noted that this is further supported by studies of observational data of 
deep ocean temperatures, which showed significant warming in subsurface (<2000 m depth), 
deep (2000-4000 m) and abyssal (>6000 m) oceans, especially in the Southern Ocean.

The two, seemingly conflicting views on the existence, or not, of the hiatus, can be reconciled, as 
Marvel suggested, if one considers that decadal temperature trends alone are not a sufficient 
climate diagnostic, since large positive trends in one region can compensate for, or mask out, 
large negative trends in another. Regional trends or global fingerprints of separate climate 
processes can provide a more accurate and complete understanding of the climate system, which 
would otherwise be obscured in a global-mean diagnostic.

The ocean is a major sink for global heat budget, with 93% 
of anthropogenic warming ending up there. Therefore, 
when investigating the slowdown in the global mean surface 
temperature trend in the early 2000s, often referred to as a 
“hiatus,” the ocean has been an important contributor and 
where researchers looked to understand the mechanisms for 
heat uptake and storage.
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2.7 Panel breakouts
A primary function of US CLIVAR Summits is to convene concurrent meetings of each of the three 
US CLIVAR Panels, with focused topical sessions, invited presentations, and discussion to survey 
current research activities within the community and to develop implementation actions to 
address identified gaps and accelerate progress. Holding the Panel meetings at the same time and 
location enables joint sessions to address topics of overlapping interest across Panels.  

At the 2015 Summit, the Panels met over a day and a half, starting the first afternoon of the 
meeting through the final morning of the third day. Collectively, they addressed the following 
topics, with US CLIVAR research challenges highlighted:

•	 Status and needs of sustained observing systems, including polar and deep ocean 
deployments

•	 Analysis systems and synthesis of climate parameters
•	 Climate variations and impacts across timescales
•	 Opportunities to advance science on predictability of coastal shelf ecosystems
•	 Process study feedback and approach to evaluating studies
•	 Implementing process understanding in models
•	 Predictability and prediction on subseasonal to seasonal and decadal timescales, including 

extremes
•	 Quantifying uncertainty in climate and ocean predictions
•	 Connecting prediction and climate information development
•	 Communicating advances in understanding gained through CLIVAR with intermediaries and 

practitioners in applications

Returning to plenary on the third morning, the co-chairs of the Panels provide quick-look 
summaries of their sessions, including action items for the year ahead. Detailed summaries of the 
Panel breakout are provided in the following sections of this report.

2.8 Wrap-up and next steps
Sonya Legg, co-chair of the SSC, presented concluding thoughts and shared next steps for the 
SSC and Panels during the remainder of 2015 and early 2016. Telecons of the groups during fall, 
winter, and spring will continue dialogue and propel progress on the Panel action items, as well as 
incorporate new developments such as upcoming reports from the National Academy of Sciences 
(NAS) and International CLIVAR.

The mail reviews of five-year US CLIVAR Project Office proposal, provided in early 2015, call for 
defining approaches for evaluating scientific and programmatic progress. The SSC concurs with 
this recommendation and during the year ahead will initiate the process of establishing a set of 
program metrics to measure progress in achieving improvements in depth of understanding, 
optimizing observing systems and models, and quantifying uncertainties in analyses, predictions, 
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and projections of climate variability and change. Other approaches will aim to capture the 
effectiveness of integration across sciences, transition of practices from research to operations, 
and lessons learned and best practices employed within the program, including the impact 
on capacity building and training, community engagement and communication efficacy, and 
effectiveness of international and inter-program partnerships. The SSC will further engage the 
Interagency Group to explore options for external program reviews beyond the peer review of the 
Project Office grant proposal, including the possibility of engagement of the NAS or establishing 
an ad-hoc external review committee.

Following the 2015 Summit, future summits will be held every other year. Individual stand-alone 
two- to three-day Panel meetings will be held in intervening years beginning in 2016.

Legg concluded the meeting, expressing appreciation to the science session organizers and 
presenters, panel co-chairs, panel members, agency managers, and project office staff for their 
preparation and participation in the meeting.
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Breakout Sessions3

3.1 Phenomena, Observations, and Synthesis (POS) 
Panel

List of panel members present

Fred Bingham, Subrahmanyam Bulusu, Antonietta Capotondi, Carol Anne Clayson, Kyla Druskha, 
Emanuele Di Lorenzo, Art Miller, Renellys Perez, Yan Xue, Xiaosong Yang, Jin-Ho Yoon

Summary of action items from 2014 Summit and update on progress for each

1. Write a letter in support of International Quality Controlled Ocean Database (IQuOD) for 
improving data records and ocean synthesis products

Status: Done. US CLIVAR supports IQuOD. The memo on IQuOD was prepared by Rebecca 
Cowley, Catia Domingues, Matt Palmer, and Janet Sprintall and submitted to US CLIVAR SSC.

2. Write a letter in support of open source automatic differentiation tools (e.g., OpenAD) 
Status: Partly completed. It was updated by Dimitris Menmenlis at the 2015 US CLIVAR 
Summit. ECCO aims to transition from TAF to OpenAD in the next 5 years.

3. Issue a statement on the role of US research vessels in sustaining ocean observations 
Status: Done. The letter was drafted by Renellys Perez and Peter Ortner and submitted to US 
CLIVAR SSC.

4. Develop a mechanism to evaluate the sustainability of ocean observing systems 
Status: Partly completed. A letter was drafted by POS Panel members and submitted to US 
CLIVAR SSC concerning this topic.

5. Look for new US CLIVAR panelists representing Repeat Hydrography (physics, carbon, etc.)
Status: Done. Fred Bingham was added to the panel.

6. Look for new US CLIVAR panelists representing Arctic Climate community
Status: Done. Jin-Ho Yoon was added to the panel.
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In addition, the POS Panel encouraged new working group (WG) proposals (three new working 
group proposals were submitted and the WG on “Arctic climate change and possible influence 
on mid-latitude climate and weather” was approved by the IAG), provided input for the OOPC 
meeting in April 2015 (including many contributions from POS members on the ocean observing 
systems of tropical mooring arrays, ocean sites, Argo, Expendable Bathythermograph (XBT), 
drifter, GO-SHIP, global class research fleet, and ocean reanalyses), encouraged and developed 
several CLIVAR-themed sessions at the Fall 2015 AGU meeting, 2016 Ocean Science meeting, and 
2016 AMS meeting, discussed priorities for the Ocean Observing System (OOS), and provided 
suggestions for design enhancements to TPOS 2020.

Joint POS/PSMI session on TPOS 2020

Overview of TPOS 2020 
Billy Kessler, co-chair of the TPOS 2020 Steering Committee, opened the session with an overview 
of the motivation and plans for project. The ENSO observing system was designed in the 1980-
90’s and based largely on the scientific challenges and technology from that era. The crisis of the 
Tropical Atmosphere-Ocean (TAO) array in 2012-14 showed the risk to this system that underpins 
seasonal forecasting and tropical research. We are now in a position to improve the system by 
taking full advantage of present technologies (e.g., Argo, robotics, satellites), and recent scientific 
understanding, in a thought-through system. Although TPOS 2020 is mostly about observations, 
the role of observations to analysis product to forecast will be considered. Current-generation 
assimilation/forecast systems require effective use of observations, so TPOS aims to target 
sampling where both research and operational models and data assimilation systems need initial 
conditions and improved model physics. The long records from TAO are key to climate studies, 
so these platforms need to be sustained. Additional ocean-atmosphere sampling is needed to 
diagnose the (poorly-understood) interaction of the two boundary layers. New tools, including 
Argo floats, extensive satellite sampling, and other autonomous vehicles, can become a major part 
of the TPOS 2020 vision, as we attempt to determine how to effectively overlap and integrate the 
multiple kinds of continuous and new measurements.

Reporting on SPURS-2
Fred Bingham presented on the 2nd Salinity Processes in the Upper-Ocean Regional Study 
(SPURS-2), a process study funded by NASA, NSF, and NOAA to investigate the rainfall-dominated 
region of the eastern tropical North Pacific. It will be centered at 10oN, 125oW near the 
northernmost extension of the ITCZ. The SPURS-2 field campaign, set to start in spring 2016, will 
be imbedded within the current TPOS and will include a diverse array of observing technologies, 
moorings, floats, drifters and ship-based meteorological and oceanographic instruments. Science 
questions that will be addressed are: What governs the structure and variability of upper- ocean 
salinity near the ITCZ? Where does the fresh water that falls as rain go, and how does the 
atmosphere distribute it from small scales to the regional scale of the East Pacific fresh pool? 
Specific phenomena that will be studied are: barrier layers, surface fluxes, Ekman layer coupling, 
salinity fronts and rainfall-induced fresh pools, and the influence of rain on remote sensing.

Evaluating tropical Pacific observing systems using OSEs 
Yan Xue presented on coordinated observing system experiment (OSE) simulations that were 
conducted with the NCEP’s Global Ocean Data Assimilation System (GODAS) and GFDL’s Ensemble 
Coupled Data Assimilation (ECDA) ocean data assimilation systems to evaluate the tropical Pacific 
observing systems in 2004-2011. Four OSE runs were made with inclusion of different subsets 
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of in situ profiles: all profiles (XBT, moorings, Argo), all except the moorings, all except the Argo, 
and no profiles. Without assimilation of in situ profiles, both the GODAS and ECDA have large 
mean biases and RMSE. For GODAS, the mooring data is critical in constraining temperature in 
the eastern and northwestern tropical Pacific, while for ECDA both the mooring and Argo data 
is needed in constraining temperature in the western tropical Pacific. The Argo data is critical in 
constraining temperature in off-equatorial regions for both GODAS and ECDA. For constraining 
salinity, sea surface height and surface current, the influence of Argo is more pronounced. In 
addition, the salinity data from the Triangle Trans Ocean Buoy Network (TRITON) buoys plays 
an important role in constraining salinity in the western Pacific. GODAS is more sensitive to 
withholding Argo data in off-equatorial regions than ECDA. The results suggest that multiple ocean 
data assimilation systems should be used to assess sensitivity of ocean analyses to changes in the 
distribution of ocean observations to get more robust results that can guide the design of future 
tropical Pacific observing systems.

Precursors for ENSO diversity 
ENSO diversity has important implications for teleconnections and impacts. Thus, the ability to 
predict different types of ENSO is of high societal value. Antonietta Capotondi presented several 
different precursors that have been proposed for ENSO, including large-scale extra-tropical 
influences (seasonal foot-printing mechanism, meridional modes in both North and South 
Pacific, tropical wind charging, Northwest Pacific precursor), as well as tropical high-frequency 
atmospheric forcing in the form of westerly wind bursts (WWBs). While some studies have 
suggested that some of the above SST precursors may lead to Central Pacific (CP) or Eastern 
Pacific (EP) warming, analyses based on linear inverse modeling show that those precursors evolve 
to very similar patterns and do not help us discriminate between different types of ENSO events. 
Initial thermocline conditions, on the other hand, can favor the development of EP or CP event 
types and play an important role in event type selection in response to WWBs forcing. The above 
studies indicate that ENSO precursors span a broad range of spatial and temporal scales that 
need to be resolved for proper monitoring.  

Session I: Sustaining ocean observing systems

Tropical mooring arrays in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans
Renellys Perez and Kyla Drushka presented on the tropical mooring arrays, PIRATA in the Atlantic 
and RAMA in the Indian Ocean, which are coordinated, sustained, multi-national efforts to develop 
and sustain moored buoy observations for climate research and prediction. PIRATA has been 
used in characterizing tropical Atlantic variability since the mid-1990s, and RAMA has been used in 
advancing monsoon research and forecasting since the mid-2000s. Both PIRATA and RAMA have 
experienced much success in the past five years, and scientists have successfully leveraged those 
arrays to conduct complementary field programs. Both PIRATA and RAMA programs would benefit 
from more velocity measurements in the surface mixed layer, more salinity measurements in the 
upper 100 m, multidisciplinary biogeochemical observations, and chipods on the ATLAS/TFLEX 
moorings. Partner and US ship time continues to be a concern. Some out-of-commission sites may 
be replaced in RAMA, and new sites are being considered for both PIRATA and RAMA.

Argo, Deep Argo, and SOOP XBT recent activities and results 
Bingham and Drushka presented an update on Argo, currently operating ~3900 floats, of which 
~1900 are US owned. The infrastructure behind the array is continually evolving, with new 
data formats, non-traditional deployment platforms, biogeochemical sensors, and two-way 
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communications. Argo is highly successful in terms of the number of published papers and 
synergy between it and other observing systems. Deep Argo is in development and the topic of a 
focused workshop held in May 2015 in Hobart, with participation from six countries. Deep Argo is 
designed to measure ocean changes below 2000 m, the limit for traditional Argo floats. Technical 
specs are under discussion including the accuracy, parking depth, cycle time, float spacing, etc. 
Regional pilot arrays have been deployed in the North Atlantic, North Pacific, southwest Pacific, 
and Southern Ocean. The global XBT network has 28 active transects, sampling western boundary 
currents, eastern boundary currents, equatorial systems, and high latitudes. The network is 
improving, with transition to iridium communications, redesign of its auto-launchers, upgraded 
data acquisition software, and more international cooperation. 

GO-SHIP 
Invited participant, Lynne Talley, updated the panel on GO-SHIP (Global Ocean Ship-based 
Hydrographic Investigations Program). GO-SHIP has the goal of documenting large-scale water 
property distributions to the ocean bottom, its changes, and the drivers of those changes. It also 
determines distributions of natural and anthropogenic carbon and oceanic ventilation pathways 
and variability using chemical tracers. GO-SHIP is a tightly integrated program including physical 
oceanography and biogeochemistry. It is considered a gold standard for sampling accuracy, 
provides US leadership at the international level, and serves as a platform for many other 
experimental observing programs. Future goals for GO-SHIP include reducing uncertainties in 
heat, freshwater, and sea level budgets and testing and validating methods for biogeochemical 
sensors on autonomous vehicles. Future issues are the expense of large ships and long lines and 
decreasing signal strength of some important tracers (CFCs and bomb radiocarbon).

Argo floats are globally distributed yet measurements in certain regions, high-latitudes and 
mariginal seas, are undersampled. New technologies, such as the development of Deep Argo 
(> 2000 m) and biogeochemical-Argo, will provide new observations to better understand the 
global ocean. 
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Session II: Syntheses of climate parameters

Surface heat fluxes and ocean heat content budget
Carol Anne Clayson and Drushka identified that there is currently a lack of collaboration between 
the atmospheric water/energy budget, air-sea flux, and ocean heat content communities. Several 
recent papers focusing on closing the energy and water budgets, as well as past work, have closed 
the budgets by focusing on the atmospheric and surface fluxes only, without considering the 
ocean heat and salt contents and variability. Other recent papers have focused on trends from 
ocean and land evaporation and precipitation, and made conclusions about what these trends 
should be, again without considering the trends in oceanic heat and salt contents. In addition to 
the in situ and reanalysis surface flux datasets, there are several global satellite-based air-sea flux 
datasets. However, there are still discrepancies amongst all of the global surface fields and the 
in situ data, particularly of the directly-measured (covariance) fluxes, which are still too sparse to 
provide enough information to fully understand and evaluate the errors in the global datasets. 
In addition, there are still regimes (such as high winds) and locations (particularly the Southern 
Ocean) where measurements of even the bulk parameters (such as near-surface humidity and air 
temperature) that are used to calculate fluxes from parameterizations are too sparse to provide 
any insight. Given the scarcity of the data, the community should prioritize the development of 
these additional in situ platforms. Several workshops and programs have been implemented to 
address some of these questions, including many with CLIVAR support. 

Needs for improved ocean observations and synthesis for global water cycle studies 
Subra Bulusu presented on sea surface salinity (SSS) trends indicating significant changes are 
underway in the global water cycle, which is primarily an ocean-atmosphere phenomenon. High 
salinity regions are getting saltier, low salinity regions are getting fresher. Trends in ocean salinity 
are very similar to the mean salinity distribution, supporting an intensification of the water cycle 
well above that predicted by models (models are underestimating the salinity changes). These 
salinity changes are due largely to trends in evaporation and precipitation over the ocean; rivers 
and glacial melt play only a minor role. Surface flux fields are improving, but it appears that SSS 
is a more reliable indicator of change in the water cycle. Ocean advection and mixing processes 
must be understood to calibrate the SSS and evaporation-precipitation (E-P) relationship.

Near-surface salinity dynamics 
Spurred by the launch of the SMOS and Aquarius satellites, there is a strong interest in 
understanding the physical processes in controlling variations in near-surface salinity using field 
experiments and numerical modeling experiments, as presented by Drushka and Bingham. The 
SPURS-1 field experiment that took place in the subtropical salinity maximum of the North Atlantic 
aims to quantify vertical salinity gradients near the surface, salinity fronts on submesoscale to 
basin scales, and the diurnal cycle in the surface boundary layer. Current and future activities 
include preparation for the SPURS-2 field experiment, exploiting and improving satellite- and ship-
based salinity observations, and modeling salinity variations at the ocean surface boundary layer. 
The recent unexpected termination of the Aquarius mission has motivated a continued focus on 
sea surface salinity. 

CLIVAR GSOP and GOV Ocean Reanalysis Intercomparison Project (ORA-IP) 
Xue and Xiaosong Yang identified ways to quantify uncertainties in the current generation of 
ocean reanalyses, by discussing the CLIVAR Global Synthesis and Observations Panel (GSOP) and 
the GODAE OceanView (GOV) joint coordination on the Ocean Reanalysis Intercomparison Project 
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(ORA-IP). The goals of the project are to (i) document progress in the development of ORAs, (ii) 
explore the signal and noise in various variables using a large ensemble ORAs, and (iii) produce 
climate indices for ocean monitoring with error estimates. The intercomparison is conducted in a 
distributed manner: The “reanalysis producers” provide gridded fields in agreed formats, and the 
“processing center” takes responsibility for the intercomparison of a particular variable of interest. 
A set of climate variables such as steric height, ocean heat content, surface heat fluxes, and mixed 
layer depth have been studied, and the results are being published in a special issue of Climate 
Dynamics. All studies suggest that the ensemble mean of multiple ocean reanalyses has superior 
quality than individual analysis. For those ocean reanalyses produced by operational centers for 
initialization of seasonal forecast models or short-range ocean forecast models, the real-time ORA-
IP has been developed by the Climate Prediction Center of NCEP and ensemble ocean monitoring 
products are currently being used in support of ENSO prediction and the design of TPOS 2020.

Session III: Understanding of climate variations and impacts, part I

Impacts of model resolution on ENSO, seasonal climate and statistics of extreme prediction
Yang presented on ENSO, the dominant source of seasonal climate predictability. NOAA GFDL’s 
high-resolution model significantly improved the seasonal predictive skill of ENSO itself and ENSO-
related global land air temperature and precipitation over the previous lower-resolution model. 
The improvement is attributable to the enhanced mean climate state of ENSO and its related 
regional climate variations. GFDL’s high-resolution model is also able to predict the ENSO-related 
extrotropical storm track variations for both boreal winter and summer, and the ENSO-related 
predictable components for both seasons show significant correlation skill up to nine months. 
Over the region with strong storm-track signals in North America, the model is able to predict the 
changes in statistics of extremes connected to storm-track changes (e.g., extreme low and high 
sea level pressure and extreme 2 m air temperature) in response to different ENSO phases. These 
results suggest that ENSO forecasts can play an important role in predicting regional climate 
variations as well as the statistics of extremes.   

Pacific decadal/North Pacific gyre oscillation and interactions with ENSO 
Pacific low-frequency variability (timescale > 8 years) exhibits a well-known El Niño-like pattern 
of basin-scale sea surface temperature, which is found in all the major modes of Pacific decadal 
climate, according to Emanuele Di Lorenzo. Using a set of climate model experiments and 
observations, the mechanisms contributing to the growth, peak, and decay of the Pacific low-
frequency spatial variance is decomposed. It is found that the El-Niño-like inter-decadal pattern 
is established through the combined actions of Pacific Meridional Modes (MM) and the El Niño 
Southern Oscillation (ENSO). Specifically, in the growing phase of the pattern, sub-tropical 
stochastic excitation of the MM, and its ENSO-precursor dynamics, becomes an important source 
of tropical low-frequency variance (e.g., red noise). Once in the tropics, ENSO amplifies and 
distributes this low-frequency energy in the extra-tropics through global teleconnections in the 
peak and decaying phases. In this stochastic red noise model of Pacific climate, the timescale of 
the MM/ENSO progression and extra-tropical decay (1-2 years) enhances the spatial memory of 
the decadal and inter-decadal El-Niño-like pattern.

Report on “Blob Workshop” 
Art Miller showcased finding from a recent workshop that was convened at the Scripps Institution 
of Oceanography, May 5-6, 2015, to bring together numerous observational scientists, modelers, 
and theorists to discuss the occurrence of extremely warm and persistent SST anomalies in 
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the central North Pacific that developed in late 2013 and continued through summer 2015. 
Coastal and open-ocean observations from Alaska, Canada, Washington, Oregon, California, 
and Mexico were presented to reveal the space-time scales and magnitude of the “Blob,” which 
projects strongly on the NPGO, and other extreme structures that align with Pacific Decadal 
Oscillation activity and other un-named patterns. The origins of the atmospheric forcing that 
drives these extreme changes appear to be in the far-western tropical regions, and they are the 
same persistent high pressure structures that have driven the drought over the western US. The 
nearly coincident development of a very weak El Niño in 2014 and a very strong El Niño in 2015 
appears to have reinforced much of the extremely warm multitude of SST. A follow-up workshop 
is now scheduled for mid-January 2016 in which the observational and modeling results will be 
synthesized to better diagnose the origins and impacts of these extreme oceanic events.

Joint POS/PPAI session on predictability of coastal/shelf systems, including 
ecosystems

See PPAI panel breakout report on page 32.

Session III: Understanding of climate variations and impacts, part II

AMOC/AMO and AtlantoOS overview 
Globally, the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) transfers water, heat, and salt northward 
and southward within individual ocean basins and between all of the ocean basins, as presented 
by Perez. The Atlantic component, the AMOC, can be characterized as a vertical and north-south 
circulation with cold, dense water moving southward at depth and warm, light waters moving 
northward near the surface. The AMOC observing system has greatly expanded over the past 
decade, with a comprehensive network of moored arrays and hydrographic lines that span the 
entire Atlantic Ocean. The Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) index tracks multidecadal SST 
warming and cooling over the North Atlantic. The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index tracks 
interannual movements of Icelandic low and Azores high. The AMOC, NAO, and AMO can have 
pronounced impact on a variety of socially important climate and weather phenomena and may 
all be connected to one another. A reduction in the NAO could weaken AMOC and reduce the 
amount heat transported to the North Atlantic. The cumulative affect of reduced warming in the 
North Atlantic may lead to a change in phase in the AMO from positive to negative. As longer-term 
AMOC observations (multi-decadal records) become available, connections between the NAO, 
AMO, and AMOC can be more fully explored. The  European Union Horizon 2020 AtlantOS project 
(https://www.atlantos-h2020.eu/home) aims to achieve a transition from a loosely coordinated set 
of existing ocean observing activities producing fragmented, often mono-disciplinary data, to a 
sustainable, efficient, and fit-for-purpose Integrated Atlantic Ocean Observing System (IAOOS). It is 
not clear, what role the US will play in this effort – and there was some discussion about the extent 
to which the US CLIVAR POS panel should engage with this effort.

Tropical Indian Ocean science and program updates 
Drushka presented current topics of particular interest to the Indian Ocean science community, 
such as: decadal and multi-decadal variability; the influence of SST on the atmosphere; mesoscale 
and submesoscale variability and their impacts; tropical cyclones; inter-basin exchanges, including 
those of nutrients and organic matter; and coordinated modeling experiments. A number of 
large, international/interagency field programs are in the active or planning phase: DYNAMO (to 
improve predictability of the Madden-Julian Oscillation) has resulted in numerous publications; 

https://www.atlantos-h2020.eu/home
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Air-Sea Interactions in Northern Indian Ocean (ASIRI – to understand air-sea interactions in 
the Northern Indian Ocean) is currently in progress and yielding many interesting results; and 
Northern Arabian Sea Circulation (NASCar – to understand circulation and air-sea interaction in 
the Northern Arabian Sea) and YMC (to improve prediction of the weather-climate system in the 
Maritime Continent region). In addition, the Indian Ocean Observing System (IndOOS) is still being 
completed, with support from the Indian Ocean CLIVAR panel. Finally, planning for IIOE-2, the 
second International Indian Ocean Expedition is underway: IIOE-2 is a larger envelope for existing 
programs and also an opportunity for new programs, particularly for international partners.

Arctic climate 
Jin-Ho Yoon presented on the 
Arctic, which is one of the most 
vulnerable regions that has 
experienced drastic change 
under global warming. For 
example, steadily decreasing 
Arctic sea ice since the 1990s is 
one of the most distinct pieces 
of evidence of anthropogenic 
climate change. The declining ice 
sheet over Greenland is another 
one. On the other hand, the sea 
ice in the Southern Hemisphere 
has been nearly steady in total 
size but exhibited large spatial 
difference, making a more 
complicated story. Several new 
activities with a focus on the 
Arctic have occurred, including 
a new study emphasizing 
biogeochemical feedback that 
activate Arctic amplification, 
where warming-induced sea ice melting and increasing shortwave radiation into the ocean leads 
to longer phytoplankton growing season and local warming through positive feedback. Other 
types of climate feedback mechanisms, such as freshwater and nutrient feedbacks along the river 
deltas around the Arctic Ocean, were proposed to explore their roles in the climate system. Under 
US CLIVAR, a new working group with a focus on Arctic mid-latitude interactions was formed to 
understand various linkages between the Arctic and mid-latitude regional weather and climate 
events. 

Southern Ocean 
Invited speaker, Joellen Russell, presented on the Southern Ocean, which is a major focus of 
climate research efforts because of its large extent, importance in heat transport, and vital role in 
the uptake of CO2 and heat. Observations, especially historically, are very sparse, although new 
programs are beginning to fill the gaps. Climate models in this region have many deficiencies. The 
Southern Ocean winds in climate models are particularly problematic, with maximum wind stress 
at the wrong latitude, which impacts carbon uptake. Observations are badly needed to generate 
estimates of surface fluxes (heat, momentum, and fresh water) and winds that can be used to 
validate satellite observations, generate derived products, and constrain models.

Polar amplification has important linkages to global climate, such 
as extreme weather and sea-level rise. Polar science is identified as 
a research challenge for US CLIVAR, and a new working group will 
address one aspect of this topic by focusing on Arctic change and 
mid-latitude weather and climate interactions. 
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Summary and recommendations

In the tropical Pacific, it is critical to continue to collect long climate records to understand climate 
change, decadal variability, and ENSO dynamics. There is no compelling scientific reason to move 
existing moorings, which should be left in place and augmented with new technology that is 
coordinated with Argo. The impacts of the diminishing TRITON array by 2017 need to be assessed, 
and a strategy of how to replace it must be developed. The TAO data is crucial in constraining and 
validating surface flux products. Additional observations are now desired to measure velocity and 
wind observations in the off-equatorial region [10-15°N and 10-15°S] to identify changes in ENSO 
dynamics (e.g., precursors), to measure salinity/temperature observations under the ITCZ and 
SPCZ, to measure rain (e.g., acoustic hydrophones) in the ITCZ regions, and to enhance vertical 
resolution to resolve mixed layer processes. It is also desirable to add biogeochemical (Chl, CO2, 
O2, pH, cytometry, isotopes) measurements to the tropical Pacific array. The POS panel supports 
the TPOS-2020 project re-evaluation of the system and will continue to articulate the science-
driven needs for consideration by the project. 

The current Ocean Observing System (OOS) is critical to climate studies and forecasting 
applications, and so must be sustained. The OOS includes in situ programs: TPOS, RAMA, PIRATA, 
Argo, XBT, Volunteer Observing Ships, Ocean Sites, GO-SHIP, other repeat hydrography, AMOC 
array, coastal observing systems (NDBC buoys), sea level network, monitored cables, global 
drifter program, surface fluxes, and remote satellite programs for SST, SSS, SSH, winds, and ocean 
color. Each is a vital cog in the understanding of short-term through decadal climate processes 
via direct data diagnostics and model validation and improvement. The OOS leads to important 
secondary products as well, including optimum interpolation (OI) analyses, assimilated model 
output, reanalyses, L3 and L4 satellite products, OSCAR, and derived fluxes. New technologies 
are continually being developed and should be evaluated to determine how they can be best 
exploited while maintaining the existing network. For example, Deep Argo, which is only funded as 
a pilot, is a priority for building and sustaining into a global array for improving estimates of total 
heat content in the ocean. 

Understanding who develops, governs, and runs these OOS components and fulfilling our 
obligations for joint support are vital for sustaining them and exploiting their potential in climate 
monitoring and forecasting. The community, with the help of panel, needs to identify mechanisms 
for making these arrays more sustainable in the fluctuating budget processes, e.g., via 
partnerships with other countries. These systems require constant attention to data management, 
distribution, and quality control. Otherwise the data streams will be degraded. 

GO-SHIP is a thriving enterprise and it provides additional benefits besides benchmark high-
quality top-to-bottom deep-ocean hydrography. For example, it is instrumental in validating and 
deploying Argo, useful in piggyback experimentation, and exemplary in student development. The 
panel supports this critical activity and will aid it by creating a framework for external review and 
enhancing publicity of its data and results.

US CLIVAR should strongly endorse an Aquarius follow-on for the global water cycle studies. US 
CLIVAR should strongly endorse satellite scatterometer missions, including ones that include data 
that extends into the mid- and high-latitudes for winds and surface fluxes, which are needed for 
climate observations.
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Additional measurements are desired to enhance our synthesis of climate processes. More buoy 
eddy covariance flux measurements (which are the gold standard for validation of flux products) 
are needed in remote places like the Southern Ocean. More surface observations are needed to 
resolve E-P uncertainties and SSS drift. New Argo surface temperature and salinity measurements 
are needed to resolve the diurnal cycle. There is a need to exploit and quality control the TSG 
(ThermoSalinoGraph) sampling from ships. An ensemble mean of multiple ocean reanalyses 
should be created and distributed, since it reduces uncertainties and is promising in monitoring 
seasonal-interannual-decadal variability.

There is a need to better resolve models to properly simulate teleconnections and ENSO dynamics 
(e.g., WWB and spatial structure of ENSO diversity). There is a need to better identify precursors 
for different flavours of ENSO events, including exploring the hypothesis that meridional mode 
(MM) dynamics interacts with ENSO on interannual to decadal timescales. There is a need to 
better understand the mechanisms that energize tropical variance across climate models (e.g., 
active feedbacks and relevant stochastic forcings). In the mid-latitude Pacific, there is a need to 
develop better understanding of the mechanisms that led to the persistent nature and extreme 
temperature of the “Blob” and its role on the predictability of the coupled system.

Regarding US CLIVAR becoming involved in ecosystem applications, there is a need to identify the 
predictable components of the physical system from the CLIVAR-side and work with biologists 
to identify the ways in which biology can respond. We need to leverage existing international 
marine ecosystem organizations like PICES and ICES. For example, forecasting ENSO impacts 
on coastal systems, applied to the California Current and Alaska Gyre ecosystems, should be 
developed. Decadal predictions for upwelling systems should be studied in the context of 
productivity changes. Monitoring changes in large-scale subsurface water masses that feed the 
upwelling regions (e.g., oxygen and nutrient contents that impact hypoxia and productivity) should 
be promoted. The North Atlantic off the US East Coast and the Intra-Americas Seas are other 
potential target regions for examining ecosystem response to predictable climate signals.
 
The US AMOC Science Team, through many observational programs (OSNAP, RAPID-MOCHA, 
MOVE, SAMOC, SAMBA), has quantified and improved the understanding of AMOC transport, 
spatial coherency, and its temporal variability. This effort is critical to sustain to obtain long climate 
records. The AtlantOS, an international (European-led) program designed to organize the Atlantic 
observational efforts, is potentially an opportunity for US CLIVAR (via the US AMOC Science Team) 
to get involved with trans-Atlantic collaborations. 

For the Indian Ocean, US CLIVAR should encourage completing the RAMA Array, which needs 
continuing funding for Indian Ocean flux moorings because of its value in validation and model 
improvement. New observations and modelling efforts in the northern Bay of Bengal, Maritime 
Continent, and northern Arabian Sea region are desired. Sustained observations are necessary to 
reduce model biases and improve satellite products (e.g., flux moorings).

There is a need to better understand the very different response of the Arctic and Antarctic sea ice 
trends in recent years. We also need to better understand Arctic mid-latitude feedbacks through 
modeling studies and combined data diagnostics of unique events like the winter of 2013-14. In 
the Southern Ocean there is a particular need to obtain direct observations of fluxes (e.g., heat 
and momentum, freshwater), winds, etc., to validate satellite measurements and constrain climate 
models.
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List of action items

Action items for the POS panel arising from the US CLIVAR Summit are listed below, along with 
panel members taking the lead in implementing them: 

1. Talk with NOAA Fisheries leaders about the way US CLIVAR could interact with managers in 
developing ecosystem forecast framework (Miller)

2. Contribute the development of a straw man for TPOS 2020 in an explicit diagram (Perez, 
Bingham, Drushka)

3. Evaluate sustainability of OOS’s by developing a mechanism to help promote them (e.g., on 
going evaluations, strategic plans; Bingham, Bulusu) 

4. Foster the creation of a working group, interagency science team, or a panel on climate 
impacts on ecosystems and biogeochemistry, possibly focusing on coastal regions (Miller, 
Di Lorenzo, Capotondi)

5. Discuss the AtlantOS situation with the IAG (Perez)
6. Discuss US participation in the IIOE-2 (Bulusu)

3.2 Process Study and Model Improvement (PSMI) Panel 
Breakout Sessions

List of panel members present

Tom Farrar, Maria Flatau, Alessandra Giannini, Kristopher Karnauskas, Gad Levy, Beate Liepert, 
Steve Penny, Aneesh Subramanian, Caroline Ummenhofer

Summary of action items from previous Summit and update on progress

1. Update US CLIVAR Climate Process Team (CPT) webpage
Status: Ongoing. Multiple US CLIVAR webpages listing process studies have been consolidated 
and information updated. A new schematic to summarize the current status and planned 
timeline for process studies was developed, its implementation on the US CLIVAR webpage is 
ongoing. Further updates on the US CLIVAR CPT webpage will be forthcoming as outcomes 
from the workshop “Translating Process Understanding to Improve Climate Models” are 
being communicated to the broader research community.

2. Conduct a survey to solicit input from modeling centers, and possibly the broader 
community, on needs for future CPTs (perhaps focusing on biases, not readiness); 
complete by summer 2014 and conduct early interactions with modeling centers (Amala 
Mahavaden, Caroline Ummenhofer, and Aneesh Subramanian).

Status:  Completed.  Two surveys were conducted to solicit input from the research 
community: (1) In November 2014, feedback was received in response to a questionnaire to 
gather input from seven US climate modeling centers on the strength/weaknesses of current 
or previous CPTs (for those who participated) and to assess the status of various components 
of the models and the main sources of errors and biases for an expanded list of modeling 
centers who may participate in future projects. The questionnaire also explored interest 
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in expanding beyond the prior focus on ocean and atmosphere component models to 
potentially include cryosphere, land surface, and biogeochemistry. (2) In July 2015, feedback 
was received on a survey collecting information on the CPT approach identifying processes 
for which newly available observational data and understanding could inform future model 
improvements from the perspective of process studies, enhanced observations, recent 
satellite missions, recent CPTs, and US CLIVAR Working Groups. The input of both surveys was 
used to inform the scope and agenda of the workshop “Translating Process Understanding to 
Improve Climate Models” (see next Action item).

3. Apply for funding and organize a workshop at one of the national modeling centers to 
“incubate” CPT project ideas by facilitating interactions between modelers, theorists, and 
observationalists and exchange ideas well before CPT proposals are due.

Status: Completed.  In October 2014, a US CLIVAR workshop request was submitted and 
approved by the IAG in March 2015. The workshop “Translating Process Understanding to 
Improve Climate Models” was held at GFDL, Princeton, October 15 – 16, 2015. The workshop 
aimed at (1) elucidating priority model improvement needs based on an evaluation of the 
main sources of errors/biases in models that limit performance; (2) identifying opportunities 
for transferring advances in new process understanding, gained through observational and 
process studies, of which modeling centers may not be aware: (3) illuminating potential 
payoff for possible future projects; and (4) evaluating strengths and weaknesses of previous 
CPTs’ structure (based on the 2008 CPT review) to inform effective approaches for potential 
future efforts. The Organizing Committee is currently developing a short summary of the 
workshop. This summary will be provided to the IAG in November. A white paper will be 
written and disseminated to the IAG and broader research community in early 2016.

Joint POS-PSMI session on TPOS 2020

See POS panel breakout report on page 14.

Evaluation of new reporting mode for process studies and CPTs

The panel evaluated the effectiveness of reporting by and providing feedback to process studies 
and CPTs based upon a DYNAMO and YMC webinar, delivered by Chidong Zhang prior to the 
summit, as compared to the previous mode of in-person-at-summit delivery. The consensus was 
that the new mode works well, allowing more time for the reporting/feedback than was previously 
available and more time for science and inter-panel activities at the Summit. Consequently, a 
series of webinars to cover nine process studies will be held from November 2015 to March 2016. 
Templates and guidelines for feedback have been developed.

Implementing process understanding in models

This PSMI breakout session included two presentations by Jin Huang on (1) the National Center for 
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) modeling suite and research to operation (R2O) transitions at the 
NCEP Environmental Modeling Center, and (2) on the NOAA Climate Test Bed (CTB) mission she 
directs. 

One of the biggest challenges in R2O appears to be the difficulty of delivering the operational code 
to the outside researchers. NCEP tries to facilitate the communication between all the research 
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groups involved in improvement of parametrizations and organizes annual meetings of all PIs. A 
model advisory board comprised of a team from academia is reviewing the NCEP production suite 
at the strategic level. It has recommended “global unification,” leading to the Next Generation 
Global Prediction System (NGGPS). Unifying software architecture is built on a modular code 
design based on the NOAA Environmental Modeling System (NEMS). Component models will be 
“plug and play.” The dynamical core is separated from physics in weather models so that model 
parameterizations can also be tested in a more modular approach. This should make major model 
upgrades easier. For example, a NGGPS dynamical core upgrade can now be performed rather 
than replacing the entire model. This is a targeted five-year project with a committed upgrade of 
the global forecast system (rather than many-year side-by-side comparison runs).

The CTB is a joint NOAA effort that includes NCEP employees and grants funded by NOAA 
Modeling, Analysis, Predictions, and Projections (MAPP) program of the Climate Program Office 
(CPO), and NCEP/NGGPS. The CTB priorities are multi-model ensembles, climate forecast system 
improvements, climate forecast products, and climate quality reanalysis. Its goal is to accelerate 
R2O transition to improve NCEP operational climate prediction, and provide O2R support to the 
climate research community with access to operational models, forecast tools, and datasets. To 
accelerate the evaluation of and improvement to the operational climate forecast system and 
enhance its use as a skillful tool in providing NCEP’s climate predictions and applications, the CTB 
will support R2O testing/demonstration through grants to projects that will engage the external 
community. 

The CTB has five ongoing modeling projects and will support more in FY16. Modeling priorities 
in the FY16 call are: (1) develop data assimilation for Earth system components, including 
atmosphere, ocean, land, ice, waves, and aerosols to improve monitoring and prediction 
capabilities, and (2) improve representation and prediction of sea ice conditions. Key 
requirements for R2O are: NCEP collaborators, relevance to NCEP mission/priorities, clear 
transition plan consistent with NCEP operational plan, and NCEP O2R support to external PIs with 
access to operational models.

The panel discussion that followed focused at first on organizational matters dealing with the 
US CLIVAR workshop “Translating Process Understanding to Improve Climate Models” to be 
held at GFDL and the survey results. Regarding the links between process studies and model 
development, the panelists suggested that modelers be involved in the earlier phases of process 
studies and that PSMI can help to link process study PIs with modelers that might be interested 
in the project. Modeling groups could be involved even if a particular process study is not directly 
related to parameterization improvement. It was noted that some of the process studies do not 
focus on one process but rather on a broader phenomenon, such as MJO initiation (DYNAMO) 
that involves many processes. The panel also discussed the role of the PSMI in facilitating 
communication between PIs and a broader community with the agencies. It was suggested that 
the panel contact PIs of previous process studies and ask what was beneficial and what lessons of 
previous studies could be communicated to current process study PIs.

Joint PSMI-PPAI session on quantifying improvements in prediction/projections

This joint session focused on three different aspects of the topic: uncertainty, ocean verification, 
and methods for evaluating extremes.
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Arun Kumar presented on the role of uncertainty and why uncertainty/noise is not something we 
want to eliminate in predictions. Instead it is important to develop forecast systems with the right 
amount of noise, consistent with the variability of the climate system. One measure of whether 
a forecast has the right amount of noise is the use of reliability for a large set of re-forecasts. 
Another metric that could be used for both predictions and projections is whether the model 
variance is consistent with the observed variance.

Steve Penny presented 
ocean verification using data 
assimilation methodologies 
and how they could be used to 
assess predictions. In this talk, 
one methodology for testing 
model improvements is to focus 
on testing at short timescales 
by evaluating data assimilation 
increments and comparing with 
forecast errors. It can also be 
argued that more observations 
are needed to better quantify 
errors in prediction, particularly 
to resolve the diurnal cycle of 
SST as well as fluxes to capture 
the interactions between the 
atmosphere and ocean.

Xin-Zhong Liang presented 
various methodologies for 
evaluating/predicting extremes, 
including the importance of 
considering non-Gaussian 
statistics through extreme 
value theory, an empirical-
physical approach, and 
dynamical modeling approaches. He emphasized the need to use multiple model physics 
configurations, including those parameterization schemes not selected in the normal operational 
prediction system, in order to capture the extreme events. Dynamical modeling needs to 
improve representation of terrestrial hydrology, SST and thermohaline diurnal cycle, and surface-
atmosphere interactions. Liang demonstrated that these processes have significant impacts on 
prediction of extreme storms over short lead times. 

Issues arising from special science sessions

Most of the discussion for this session revolved around the following questions:
1.	 How can process studies facilitate improvements of ENSO modeling? What processes might 

contribute to model improvement of ENSO simulations (e.g., focus on communication 
between the thermocline and the surface and between the surface and the free 
troposphere)?

Data assimilation is a careful balance of observations, models, and 
theory, and experiences the strengths and weaknesses of these inputs. 
With the increased spatial resolution of new ocean observations, like 
Argo, reanalysis products show a reduced bias, as presented by Penny.
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2.	 Given that ENSO is an emergent phenomenon built on many diverse processes (i.e., across 
spatiotemporal scales), what can US CLIVAR do to facilitate the coordination between 
modelers and observationalists/process studies? How can the PSMI Panel be proactive in 
future process studies leveraging TPOS-2020? 

3.	 How can US CLIVAR best participate in the dialogue to inform the public on long-term 
global warming and interruptions, such as the hiatus? 

Following up on the special science session on ENSO, a few elements of the discussion were aimed 
at bringing everyone on par with broader community engagement in ENSO research. It was noted 
that International CLIVAR had just convened a meeting (http://www.clivar.org/events/4th-clivar-
workshop-evaluation-enso-climate-models-enso-changing-climate-0), which dovetailed with the 
larger “Our common future under climate change - CFCC15” conference held in Paris in early July. 
Research-wise, the concern was reiterated regarding ENSO modeling and prediction that a diffuse 
thermocline, especially in the eastern equatorial Pacific, may hamper the eastward propagation 
of Kelvin waves all the way to the South American coast, thereby favoring the generation of 
“central Pacific” El Niños. It was also noted that in light of these and other biases still affecting the 
climatology, NOAA had appropriately included an element on Tropical Pacific biases in its FY14 call 
for proposals.

To address the hiatus question, one suggestion is to quantify uncertainties in models and 
observational errors with respect to spatiotemporal variability of the climate system. Another 
suggestion is to investigate the variation of ocean heat content and ocean-atmosphere coupling.

Several action items and recommendations were proposed during this discussion and are listed in 
the summary.

PSMI panel business

A few pathways were identified on how PSMI can have a more active role in helping the 
community fill in gaps in process studies (identified from a survey done in early 2015). One 
suggestion was that PSMI can facilitate closing gaps in existing process studies and identify up 
and coming critical process studies in the community, which require engagement from modeling 
centers. PSMI should engage with other panels to assess best measures to achieve this. A survey 
of modeling centers, in late 2014, led to several areas being identified as having processes that can 
be improved in models to reduce bias. Another suggestion was to expand CPTs to other realms. 
Yet, there were cautionary remarks raised in this regard. Suggestions made were that the panel in 
principle supports an expansion of CPTs to other topics, but this should not dilute the CPT process 
by making the scope too broad. Points were raised that agencies will be focused in CPT solicitation 
to make meaningful contributions to programs/constituents. 

Some of the strongest model biases reported are: double ITCZ, tropical cyclones, modes of 
variability, and coastal upwelling. Regarding the coastal region biases, there was a suggestion to 
bring in people studying small-scale coastal processes to engage with the global ocean modeling 
community. Processes in the Maritime Continent and South China Sea were highlighted as 
impacting the global climate, as well as the large model biases in eastern boundary current 
upwelling regions. It was suggested that PSMI should encourage relevant scientists to organize a 
workshop on marginal seas and climate. 

http://www.clivar.org/events/4th-clivar-workshop-evaluation-enso-climate-models-enso-changing-climate-0
http://www.clivar.org/events/4th-clivar-workshop-evaluation-enso-climate-models-enso-changing-climate-0
http://cpo.noaa.gov/ ClimatePrograms/EarthSystemScience/ClimateVariabilityandPredictability/FundedProjects.aspx
http://cpo.noaa.gov/ ClimatePrograms/EarthSystemScience/ClimateVariabilityandPredictability/FundedProjects.aspx
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It was considered useful for PSMI to encourage engagement of the cryosphere research 
community with climate modeling centers. However, its role relative to CliC’s (the WCRP Climate 
and Cryosphere program) mandate for cryosphere research was not clear and would require 
more guidance from US CLIVAR and CliC management.

The panel discussed how best to use the information gathered in surveys of the modeling centers 
and process study community. As a first step, these survey results will be used to develop the 
US CLIVAR workshop on “Translating Process Understanding to Improve Climate Models” (see 
summary of prior action items above).

Regarding prioritizing gaps in process understanding and interests of modeling centers for model 
improvement, the panel’s opinion is that different centers and funding agencies will pursue 
their own goals and motivations. This may be either top-down and prescriptive or bottom-
up with individual PIs determining the path to progress collectively. It is not clear at this stage 
which approach will be most fruitful. A recommendation for process study PIs was to improve 
data management for their field campaigns based on best practices identified earlier. SPURS 
was highlighted as an example with successful data management approach. Although it was 
noted that different agencies have different policies on data management. NASA helps with data 
management at their centers, while NSF does not actively help with data management.

The panel next discussed its contribution to the US CLIVAR Science Plan. Expansion of the 
panel’s and US CLIVAR’s scope into ocean biogeochemistry was discussed and encouraged. PSMI 
recommends discussing whether CPTs should have biogeochemistry as a component. Some 
modeling centers, such as NOAA NCEP and NASA GMAO, have less interest in biogeochemistry 
due to their mission. Also discussed was PSMI potential contribution to understanding and 
modeling of extremes. The US CLIVAR working group on extremes and its lack of engagement with 
modeling centers was cited and seen as an opportunity for PSMI to help fill this gap. 

Summary of action items

Action items for the PSMI panel arising from the US CLIVAR Summit are listed below, along with 
panel members taking the lead in implementing them: 

1. TPOS-2020 engagement:
o Facilitate engagement with modeling centers in TPOS-2020 (Flatau,  Karnauskas)
o Recommend data assimilation experiments in support of TPOS-2020 with a view of 

future needs (Penny)
2. Process study webinars:

o Finalize guidelines to process study presenters and for feedback from panelists, 
include relevant modeling interaction and data management as part of feedback to 
process studies (Flatau, Farrar)

o Schedule 8-10 webinars over next ~6 months (two presentations on one day) 
with participation from the POS panel for relevant process studies  (Uhlenbrock, 
Ummenhofer, Levy)

3. Facilitate interaction and cross-fertilization of process studies and modeling centers:
o Prepare a summary of surveys results before the CPT workshop, so that it can 

initiate discussions (Ummenhofer)
o Share survey results with community (e.g., workshop summary for IAG, white paper 

for broader community) (Subramanian)
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o Get feedback from previous process study PIs on what was beneficial for modeling/
observation integration (Subramanian)

o Share process study reports with operational/modeling centers; ask modeling 
centers for regular update on interest in process study topics  (Subramanian)

4. Encourage more interaction between physical and ecosystem scientists, especially in 
context of process studies, possibly using ENSO as a natural laboratory (Subramanian)

5. US CLIVAR to provide a concise summary of Hiatus discussion (cf. Summit special science 
session and recent issue of Variations) for scientists (e.g., bulleted list of points from Hiatus 
session; Menemenlis, Sprintall, Wang)

6. Facilitate organization of science workshops for scientists to come together and address 
gaps in process understanding (PSMI Panel)

3.3 Predictability, Predictions, and Applications Interface 
(PPAI) Panel Breakout Sessions

List of panelists present

Bruce Anderson, Chris Castro, Enrique Curchitser, Gregg Garfin, Hyemi Kim, Xin-Zhong Liang, 
Kathy Pegion, Andrea Ray, Muyin Wang, Shih-Yu (Simon) Wang, Scott Weaver

Summary of action items from 2014 Summit and update on progress for each

1. Propose a working group on “The Influence of the Arctic on Mid-latitude Weather and 
Climate”

Update: Done. This working group was proposed jointly by PPAI panel member Judah Cohen 
and POS panel member Xiangdong Zhang. This WG was funded for 2015-2017.

2. Propose a working group on “Climate and Marine Ecosystems: Ocean and Climate 
Influences on Coastal Shelf Ecosystems” 

Update: This working group was proposed by PPAI panel member Enrique Curshitser. It was 
not funded.

3. Propose a working group on “Subseasonal Predictions: Evaluation, Uncertainty, and 
Predictability Metrics” 

Update: PPAI panel members Kathy Pegion and Hyemi Kim proposed this working group. 
The WG was not funded, but Pegion and Kim have considered the feedback from the IAG and 
plan to resubmit in 2017 following recommendations that come out of the upcoming NAS 
report on subseasonal to seasonal (S2S) Predictability and Prediction.

4. Propose a workshop on “Predictability Metrics and their Application” 
Update: This effort was rolled into the plans for the working group on “Subseasonal 
Predictions: Evaluation, Uncertainty, and Predictability Metrics”
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5. Propose a workshop on “Systems Sensitive to Decadal Variations” 
Update: This effort is progressing, led by Bruce Anderson and Andrea Ray. The 2015 Summit 
breakout session on this topic was a step in moving these efforts forward.

6. Investigate development of the Applications Process Team (APT) concept, using drought 
simulation (e.g., global climate models), prediction, and management/decision making as a 
tangible point of departure for proof of the APT concept 

Update: Andrea Ray and Gregg Garfin determined that the APT concept was still premature. 
In order to lay the foundation for the APT concept, PPAI members Ray and Garfin are 
conducting an assessment of the readiness of US CLIVAR science outputs for application. In 
order to advance on this, they have gained approval for convening sessions at the December 
2015 AGU Fall Meeting and the January, 2016 AMS Annual Meeting. US CLIVAR scientists 
will present papers at each of these sessions. In addition, at the 2015 US CLIVAR Summit, 
participants identified the coastal shelf ecosystems initiative as a promising opportunity for 
testing the APT concept. 

7. Cultivate participation of additional agencies (e.g., Department of Interior, US Department 
of Agriculture) in US CLIVAR, such as proposing ex-officio membership or membership in 
the Interagency Group (IAG), which would bring in a stakeholder/decision maker/end user 
perspective.

Update: Done. In March 2015, the SSC discussed the options with the IAG, which decided to 
invite participation of additional agency program managers on an ad hoc basis, as needed. 
This approach has been successfully employed for engaging Arctic and cryosphere programs 
regarding polar-related activities. No new agency managers will be added to the IAG.

8. Develop a PPAI plenary session paper for US CLIVAR Variations, summarizing plenary 
session, decision maker concerns regarding uncertainty and predictability, and other issues 
in bridging the science-applications-use gap

Update: Done. This paper was written and included in the issue of US CLIVAR Variations 
devoted to the 2014 US CLIVAR Summit (Fall 2014, Vol. 12, No. 4).

ENSO monitoring, analysis, and prediction challenges

This session featured presentations by Kumar and Anderson. An initial discussion by panel 
members, led by Anderson, focused on a set of questions related to monitoring and analysis to 
improve understanding of ENSO processes and model initialization. Suggestions included using 
high-resolution modeling to analyze sensitivity and physical processes related to hot spots, 
such as the Western Pacific Warm Pool. A second discussion focused on ENSO prediction and 
applications, and panel members raised points about prospects for improving communication 
about forecast skill, with a particular emphasis on skill related to “flavors” of ENSO. Some panel 
members expressed a desire to focus on ENSO impact forecasting, but it was unclear whether 
baseline model performance was sufficient to generate trustworthy results. The panel agreed to 
follow up with a teleconference and survey to generate PPAI expert guidance on the following 
questions:

ENSO Monitoring and Analysis
•	 What variables/metrics are needed for monitoring ENSO?
•	 What monitoring and diagnostic tools are capable of vs. needed for estimating these 

variables/metrics?
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•	 What is missing in our understanding of the onset of ENSO?
•	 What data are needed to improve our understanding of these processes?
•	 What data are needed to improve our representation of these processes in initialization of 

ENSO predictions/projections?

ENSO Prediction and Application
•	 What are the impacts of model characteristics, initial ocean conditions, and physical 

processes on seasonal forecasting skill (uncertainty)?  
•	 How/why does predictability of ENSO change with time?
•	 What characteristics of ENSO do we have (some) confidence in predicting?
•	 What ENSO-induced application-based metrics should we be predicting? When should we 

be predicting them? And on what basis?

Systems sensitive to decadal variations

This session consisted of talks by Anderson and Ray. Both talks suggested testing a different 
paradigm of thinking about predictions and predictability in terms of the needs of the human 
system first to inform predictability assessment and climate science based on those needs. The 
goals were focused on identifying and prioritizing strategies that aid in the assessment of decadal 
sensitivity of coupled natural/human systems by (a) determining what natural and human systems 
are most sensitive and responsive to decadal scale climate variability; (b) identifying, evaluating, 
and developing improved climate-prediction metrics (including those related to probabilities/
uncertainties) for applications-based use; and (c) providing/soliciting guidance on methods to 
assess conditional skill of decadal climate-impact predictions and the release, dissemination, and 
use of “outlooks of opportunity.”

Discussion focused on how to identify users who work with systems impacted by decadal 
variability and how to assess their needs. Additionally, it was discussed that perhaps the panel 
should and could test this paradigm with a subset of sectors first. During discussion the panel 
generally concurred that (a) and (b) must be accomplished first before determining how to 
proceed to (c).

Climate and extreme events: Dynamics and predictability

This session consisted of presentations focused on subseasonal predictability and prediction 
from Pegion and Kim and warm season precipitation and extremes by Weaver and Castro. Pegion 
highlighted several subseasonal phenomena as sources of predictability for extreme events, 
including (a) MJO impact on extreme precipitation associated with atmospheric rivers and tropical 
cyclones, (b) the relationship between sudden stratospheric warmings and cold air outbreaks, 
and (c) the relationship between soil moisture anomalies and “flash” drought or exacerbation of 
ongoing drought conditions. Current subseasonal prediction products and ongoing community 
efforts on these timescales were also presented. Kim provided an in depth assessment of the 
current state of subseasonal tropical cyclone prediction. The main progress in the last four to five 
years on this topic is focused on improved understanding of intraseasonal modes of variability on 
tropical cyclone activity, better ability of models to simulate and predict these modes, and their 
impacts and the development of operational tropical cyclone forecasts on these timescales by 
academic (e.g., Colorado State University) and operational groups (e.g., NCEP/Climate Prediction 
Center – CPC, European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasting – ECMWF).
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Weaver showed that projections of temperature extremes associated with global warming 
are primarily to shift the mean and increase the probability of heat waves. However, there are 
regional details to these trends that vary locally. For precipitation, there are important regional 
details and evidence of changes in variability. One example is small shifts in the Great Plains Low 
level jet that leads to dramatic differences in summer precipitation over the US. 

Castro presented an assessment of what is needed from modeling to make warm seasonal 
predictions and projections. This talk highlights the struggles that seasonal prediction models 
have in predicting warm season precipitation. This is likely due to the fact that the diurnal cycle of 
convection needs to be resolved for these predictions. Regional models are one avenue. The other 
avenue with global models is to focus on relevant circulation modes rather than actual model 
precipitation.

Discussion focused on what PPAI can do to advance the prediction of extremes on subseasonal 
timescales. There was particular interest in the new experimental week 3-4 products that CPC 
will soon (~late Sep) be producing, how PPAI can dialogue with forecasters about research needs 
for these products, and how PPAI can communicate with users about how best to utilize these 
new products. There was also emphasis on making sure that PPAI consider the predictability and 
prediction issues that are potentially different for warm vs. cold season predictions. 

Joint PSMI/PPAI session on quantifying improvements in prediction and 
projections

See joint summary on page 25.

Joint POS/PPAI session on predictability of coastal/shelf systems, including 
ecosystems

This session was led by PPAI panelist Enrique Curchitser, in conjunction with presentations by 
POS panel members Art Miller, Emanuele Di Lorenzo, and Kris Karnauskas. The motivations for 
the session was based on concerns about the effects of climate variability and change on marine 
ecosystems, and a desire to advance scientific understanding of the way multiple stressors, 
including climate, directly and indirectly affect ecosystem function in the present and in the future. 
The session focused on the ways in which eddy-scale circulation dynamics respond to forcing and 
how those dynamical changes affect ecosystem connectivity between coastal habitats at the shelf 
and basin scale, as well as the composition of lower trophic levels at the shelf scale. 

Miller’s talk focused on eastern boundary upwelling systems (EBUS) and noted that a key science 
challenge is moving from climate predictions to ecosystem predictions, and he mentioned 
that ENSO predictability, with its linkages to the Alaska Gyre and California Current, is key for 
addressing this challenge. Di Lorenzo presented compelling evidence for a mechanism by which 
marine ecosystems may record and respond to multi-decade regime shifts (e.g., PDO)—the 
double-integration hypothesis. Effectively, populations of primary producers, like krill, have a 
memory forced by perturbations to the system. By tracking ocean transport changes forced by the 
atmosphere through means such as the Aleutian Low (integration 1) and then tracking ecosystem 
(e.g., primary producer) changes forced by ocean transport (integration 2), there is a prospect 
for predicting climate timescale ecosystem changes. Karnauskas followed up on the theme of 
exploiting ENSO predictability to forecast EBUS ecosystem changes. He suggested that Hadley 
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Circulation changes are manifested in marine ecosystems through oxygen minimum zones. He 
also noted that three of the four major EBUS generate ENSO-related expanded upwelling seasons 
(Canary, Humboldt, and Benguela), which relate well to land-sea temperature differences. The 
session concluded with a focus on action items for moving forward on addressing these scientific 
issues, including the following:

•	 Connecting with International CLIVAR efforts on upwelling systems
•	 Forming partnerships with marine biology, fisheries, and marine ecosystem sciences 

communities
•	 Convening a workshop on using ENSO forecasts for marine ecosystem (e.g., managed 

fisheries) forecasts along the US West Coast as a short-term mechanism for moving 
forward

•	 Engaging IMBER, PICES, and US federal agency managers to garner funding for the 
workshop and research

•	 Putting together an issue of US CLIVAR Variations on the science and challenges expressed 
during this session

•	 Participants also noted prospects for testing the “Applications Process Team” concept in 
this rich setting in which science questions are compelling, and there is a strong need to 
form bridges between scientific understandings and societal applications (such as food 
security, coastal community economics, etc.)

Applications interface

This session concentrated on three topics: (1) connecting PPAI’s prediction/projection and 
communication climate information activities; (2) efforts to evaluate the readiness of US 
CLIVAR research for application (a precursor to the “Applications Process Team” idea); and (3) 

Average annual global chlorophyll-a concentrations align with major coastal upwelling regions 
such as the California, Humbolt, Iberian, and Benguela currents. As global warming continues, 
the eastern boundary upwelling systems will experience changes associated with increasing 
ocean temperatures and changing winds thereby impacting ecosystems. 
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development of a strategy for facilitating interactions between climate intermediaries, such as 
the NOAA RISAs and Department of Interior Climate Science Centers, and US CLIVAR. Garfin and 
Ray gave presentations to foster discussion. With respect to connecting PPAI prediction and 
communication priorities, in his presentation, Garfin pointed out an example of the way in which 
the climate forecast community was able to work with the fire management community to co-
develop pre-season fire predictions. He noted that the process took multiple years but ended 
in the development of new operational products that are directly informed by seasonal climate 
forecasts, and innovations in understanding teleconnections and their relationships to persistent 
climate anomalies. Kumar pointed out a strong need for managing forecast users’ expectations, in 
order to make scientific outputs more useful and usable. Discussion centered on making the most 
of near-term opportunities, such as: (a) working with the COMET program to develop train-the-
trainer modules, which could be used to convey US CLIVAR-level science to science intermediaries; 
(b) coordinating with NOAA CPC on new subseasonal-to-seasonal (S2S) forecasts, in order to use 
US CLIVAR PPAI expertise to inform NOAA’s user communication process; and (c) connecting with 
NMME, to produce skill masks—which form a key basis for dialogue with forecast-using decision-
making communities. PPAI members also noted the need for coordinating computational CPU 
resources, in order to address some of the aforementioned proposed activities; one suggestion 
was the provision of US CLIVAR-based CPU time. 

Ray presented a framework for working towards development of an Applications Process Team. 
She suggested a first step of assessing the science knowledge that has come out of US CLIVAR, 
in order to identify the opportunities for science application through boundary organization 
(intermediary applied science) communities. She emphasized that there is a continuum of the 
uses of applied science, from consulting science and forecast products and incorporating that 
knowledge into management deliberations to directly assimilating science and forecast data 
and information into operational decisions. She also noted that PPAI has taken a first step in the 
direction of assessing the science knowledge that has come out of US CLIVAR, through sessions to 
be convened at upcoming AGU and AMS conferences. From these engagements a subset of PPAI, 
led by Ray and Garfin, will develop a survey to solicit input from each of the US CLIVAR panels, in 
order to inform applications opportunities for the next set of PPAI applications actions, and will 
write a white paper to convey key findings. 

Garfin gave a brief presentation to stimulate discussion on developing a strategy to facilitate 
interactions between US CLIVAR and climate intermediaries. From the discussion, the PPAI 
panel suggested that US CLIVAR has an opportunity to engage more directly with the National 
Climate Assessment (NCA). Particular recommended actions include proactively framing key 
science questions to be addressed in the NCA climate science chapters, and by framing questions 
and providing science results with respect to climate modeling, prediction, and projection 
uncertainties. The PPAI panel recommends that US CLIVAR focus on new science insights since 
the 2014 NCA. The PPAI panel also urges US CLIVAR to make a statement about the importance 
of integrating applications into basic science initiatives in order to ensure the relevance of the 
science to climate services initiatives and society.

Summary and conclusions

The two days of breakout sessions and final morning of summary was fruitful for active and 
engaging discussions. The new format of the Summit and the moving of many reports to webinars 
prior to the Summit was a welcome change that allowed significant amount of time for panel 
discussion. Overall there was enthusiasm toward the idea of an “Applications Process Team” 
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and using coastal shelf ecosystems as an ideal interdisciplinary activity to test such an idea. This 
presents an excellent cross-panel activity between PPAI and POS. There was also discussion 
regarding the new Climate Prediction Center week 3-4 outlooks and the potential opportunities to 
connect with forecasters regarding scientific activities that would benefit these forecasts as well as 
educate users about this new product and predictability and prediction skill on these timescales. 
The panel was very enthusiastic and brainstormed many ideas and possible actions for each of 
our main themes, leading to an overly ambitious list of potential actions. A follow-up telecon was 
held to narrow down these action items to those that the panel feels is feasible. This modified list 
of action items is reflected in the next section. 

List of action items 

Warming Hiatus
1. Prepare a summary of the sessions on the warming hiatus (Wang)

Coastal Shelf Ecosystems
2. Submit a proposal for a working group or workshop (Curchitser)
3. Plan for a US CLIVAR Variations focused on the working group and/or workshop with 

(Curchitser) 
4. Engage with International CLIVAR on implementation of biophysics and upwelling research 

focus (Curchitser)
5. Develop the plans for testing the Applications Process Team ides with this effort (Ray)

Applications & Decadal
6. Identify some metrics of decadal variability relevant to systems that operate on these 

timescales (Ray, Anderson)
7. Assess CLIVAR science at various stages of readiness through AGU and AMS sessions and 

following development of an overview or white paper  (Ray, Garfin)
8. Work with the coastal shelf ecosystem efforts to advance idea of Applications Process 

Team (Ray, Curchitser)
9. Discuss with US CLIVAR Project Office how we can more directly engage with NCA (Ray)

Subseasonal Extremes
10. Review the new NRC report “Developing a U.S. Research Agenda to Advance Subseasonal 

to Seasonal Forecasting” when it comes out for review (Pegion, Ray, Castro, Kim)
11. Scope how to engage COMET to develop training tools (Gregg Garfin, Chris Castro) 
12. Sponsor journal special issue or focus CLIVAR Variations edition on MAPP FY15 NMME 

extremes evaluation projects (Pegion) 
13. Hold next year’s panel meeting at NCEP so we can connect with forecasters regarding week 

3-4 predictions (Pegion)
14. Identify how we can interact with International S2S (Pegion)
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Appendix C:  Agenda

Time (MST) Agenda
0730 – 0800 Refreshments/Check-in

0800 – 0815 Welcome, introductions, meeting objectives, and outcomes (Bob Weller, 
remote presentation) 

0815 – 0845 Updates on Research Challenges (Mike Patterson)
0845 – 0925 International CLIVAR (Detlef Stammer)
0925 – 0945 Break

0945 – 1200

Special Science Session: ENSO Monitoring, Analysis, and Prediction 
Challenges
(Conveners: Arun Kumar, Yan Xue, & Bruce Anderson) 
• Introduction (Arun Kumar)
• ENSO theory & predictability (Mike McPhaden)
• Building the bridge between ENSO theories and operational predictions 

(Ben Kirtman)
• ENSO precursors and building an operational ENSO monitoring system 

(Bruce Anderson)
• Facilitated discussion (Yan Xue)

1200 – 1315 Lunch on your own

1315 - 1400

Agency Manager Engagement
• Sandy Lucas, NOAA
• Anjuli Bamzai, NSF
• Alberto Mestas Nuñez, NSF
• Eric Lindstrom, NASA (remote)
• Renu Joseph, DOE (remote)
• Scott Harper/Dan Eleuterio, ONR (remote)

1400 – 1510

Panel breakouts (see details below)
Phenomena, Observations, & Synthesis
Process Study & Model Improvement
Predictability, Predictions, & Applications Interface

1530 – 1550 Break
1550 – 1700 Panel breakouts (continued)

Tuesday, August 4
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1700 – 1730 Break

1730 – 2000 

Special Session: Warming Hiatus
(Conveners: Janet Sprintall, Dimitris Menemenlis)
• Introduction: Understanding the Earth's Climate Warming Hiatus (Janet Sprintall)
• Lack of evidence for a slowdown in global temperature (John Abraham)
• Pacific causes (Shang-Ping Xie)
• Deep ocean warming (Sarah Purkey)
• Atlantic/SO perspective (KK Tung)
• Sensitivity to factors underlying the hiatus (Kate Marvel, remote)
• Facilitated discussion (Dimitris Menemenlis & Janet Sprintall)

 
Time Agenda
0730 – 0800 Refreshments
0800 – 1000 Panel breakouts (see details below)
1000 - 1030 Break
1030 - 1200 Breakouts resume
1200 – 1330 Lunch on your own

1330 – 1510 Breakouts resume 

1510 – 1530 Break

1530 – 1730 Breakouts resume

1730 – 1900 Networking event, Palm Terrace

 
Time Agenda

0730 – 0800 Refreshments

0800 – 1000 Panel breakouts continue

1000 – 1020 Break

1020 – 1120 Panel breakout reports (Panel Co-chairs, each 15 min presentation plus 5 min 
discussion)

1120 – 1145 Conclusions and Next Steps (Sonya Legg)
1145 Summit adjourns
1200 – 1330 SSC Post-Summit Meeting

Wednesday, August 5

Thursday, August 6
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Time Agenda

1400 – 1530 Joint POS/PSMI Session on TPOS 2020

1400 –1415 Overview of TPOS 2020 (Billy Kessler)

1415 – 1430 Reporting on SPURS II (Fred Bingham)

1430 – 1445 Evaluating Tropical Pacific Observing Systems Using OSEs (Yan Xue)

1445 – 1500 Perspectives of ENSO Diversity WG (Antonietta Capotondi)

1500 – 1530 Discussion

1530 –1550 Break

1550 – 1700 Session 1: Sustaining Ocean Observing Systems

1550 – 1605
Tropical moored arrays in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans (PIRATA and RAMA) 
(Renellys/Kyla)

1605 – 1620 Argo and XBT (Fred/Kyla)

1620 – 1640 GO-SHIP (Lynne Talley) 

1640 – 1700 Discussion

1700 – 1730 Break before working dinner

POS Panel Breakout, Tuesday, August 4

Time Agenda

0800 - 1000 Session II: Syntheses of Climate Parameters

0800 – 0830 Surface heat fluxes and ocean heat content budget (Carol Anne/Kyla)

0830 – 0850
Need for sustained and improved ocean observations and synthesis for global water 
cycle studies (Subra)

0850 – 0910 Near-surface salinity dynamics (Kyla/Fred)

0910 – 0940
CLIVAR GSPO and GODAE OceanView Ocean Reanalysis Intercomparison Project (ORA-
IP) (Yan/Xiaosong)

0940 – 1000 Discussion

1000 – 1030 Break

1030 – 1200 Session III: Understanding of Climate Variations and Impacts, Part I

1030 – 1050 ENSO diversity and impacts (Antonietta/Xiaosong)

1050 – 1110 PDO/NPGO and interactions with ENSO (Emanuele/Art)

1110 – 1130 Report on “Blob Workshop” (Art)

1130 – 1200 Discussion

1200  – 1330 Lunch on your own

POS Panel Breakout, Wednesday, August 5
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1330 - 1510
Joint POS/PPAI Session on Predictability of Coastal/Shelf Systems, Including 
Ecosystems

1330 - 1450 Presentations
1450 - 1510 Discussion
1510 - 1530 Break

1530 – 1730 Session III: Understanding of Climate Variations and Impacts, Part II

1530 – 1550 AMOC/AMO and ATLANTOS Overview (Renellys)

1550 – 1620 The MJO and other Indian Ocean Science (ASIRI, NASCAR, IIOE-2, YMC) (Kyla)

1620 – 1640 Arctic climate (Jin-Ho)
1640 – 1700 Southern Ocean (Joellen Russell)

1700 – 1730 Discussion

 
Time Agenda

0800 – 1000 POS Panel Summary and Plan

0800 – 0830 Sustaining Ocean Observing Systems (Fred)

0830 – 0900 Syntheses of Climate Parameters (Yan)

0900 – 0930 Understanding of Climate Variations and Impacts (Kyla)

0930 – 1000 Future Plan (Art)

1000 – 1030 Break and return to plenary

POS Panel Breakout, Thursday, August 6
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Time Agenda

1400 – 1530 Joint POS/PSMI Session on TPOS 2020

1400 – 1415 Overview of TPOS 2020 (Billy Kessler)

1415 – 1430 Reporting on SPURS II (Fred Bingham)

1430 – 1445 Evaluating Tropical Pacific Observing Systems Using OSEs (Yan Xue)

1445 – 1500 Perspectives of ENSO Diversity WG (Antonietta Capotondi)

1500  1530 Discussion

1530 – 1550 Break

1550 – 1700 Evaluation of new reporting mode (Process Studies & CPT)

1550 – 1605 Follow-up on SPURS I (Tom)

1605 – 1620
Discussion: Pros/Cons from webinar (YMC/DYNAMO) vs in-person (SPURS I/II) (Gad/
Caroline)

1620 – 1635 Discussion: Reporting template (Maria)

1635 – 1700
Discussion: Lessons learned & planning for reporting webinars for process studies 
(Aneesh)

1700 – 1730 Break before working dinner

PSMI Panel Breakout, Tuesday, August 4

Time Agenda

0800 – 1000 Implementing Process Understanding in Models

0800 – 0820
Overview of implementation/pathway document (Jin Huang, on behalf of M. Ek, 
remote presentation)

0820 – 0840
Research-to-operations transition of process understanding to operational model 
development (Jin Huang, remote presentation)

0840 – 0900 Overview of feedback from process study survey (Caroline)

0900 – 0940
Discussion: How to establish pathways/processes for implementing process under-
standing into models (Steve)

0940 – 1000 Discussion: How can the CPT workshop accommodate this (Aneesh)

1000 – 1030 Break

1030 – 1200 Joint PSMI/PPAI Session on Quantifying Improvements in Prediction/Projections

1030 – 1045 Quantifying uncertainties and improvements in prediction (Arun)

1045 – 1100 Ocean predictability - research needs, gaps, and recent advances (Steve)

1100 – 1200 Discussion

1200 – 1330 Lunch on your own

PSMI Panel Breakout, Wednesday, August 5
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1330 – 1510 Discussion of issues arising from special science sessions

1330 – 1350 ENSO (Kris)

1350 – 1410 Warming Hiatus (Beate)

1410 – 1510 Discussion (e.g., contributions from process studies) (Gad)

1510 – 1530 Break

1530– 1730 PSMI Panel Business

1530 – 1545 Overview of gaps in process studies from survey (Caroline)

1545 – 1615
Discussion: Gaps in existing process studies: How to approach gaps via top-down or 
bottom-up? (Tom)

1615 – 1700 Discussion: PSMIP contributions in light of US CLIVAR Science Plan (Alessandra)

1700 – 1730 Revisit Terms of Reference & role of PSMIP (Gad/Caroline)

PSMI Panel Breakout, Thursday, August 6

Time Agenda

0800 – 1000 PSMI Panel Discussion

0800 – 1000 Collate summaries from session leads for final report & Panel co-chair presentation

1000 – 1030 Break and return to plenary
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PPAI Panel Breakout, Tuesday, August 4

Time Agenda

1400 – 1530 PPAI Breakout Session

1400 – 1415 PPAI Business (Gregg/Kathy)

1415 – 1510 ENSO monitoring, analysis, and prediction challenges (Arun/Bruce)

1510 – 1700 Systems Sensitive to Decadal Variations

1510 – 1530 Presentations (Bruce/Andrea)

1530 – 1550 Break

1550 – 1700 Systems Sensitive to Decadal Variations, continues 

1550 – 1630 Presentations continue (Bruce/Andrea)

1630 – 1700 Discussion

1700 – 1730 Break before working dinner

PPAI Panel Breakout, Wednesday, August 5

Time Agenda

0800 – 1000 Climate and Extreme Events: Dynamics and Predictability

0800 – 0900 Subseasonal predictability and prediction (Kathy/Hyemi)

0900 – 1000 Warm season precipitation and extremes (Scott/Chris)

1000 – 1030 Break

1030 – 1200 Joint PSMI/PPAI Session on Quantifying Improvements in Prediction/Projections

1030 – 1045 Quantifying uncertainties and improvements in prediction (Arun)

1045 – 1100 Ocean predictability - research needs, gaps, and recent advances (Steve)

1100 – 1200 Discussion

1200 – 1330 Lunch on your own

1330 – 1510
Joint POS/PPAI Session on Predictability of Coastal/Shelf Systems, Including Ecosys-
tems

1330 – 1450 Presentations

1450 – 1510 Discussion

1510 – 1530 Break
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1530 – 1730 Applications Interface

1530 – 1630
Connecting priorities between PPAI's Predictions & Projections and Communicating 
Climate Information Activities (Gregg/Simon/Arun) 

1630 – 1700 Evaluation of US CLIVAR Research (Andrea/Gregg)

1700 – 1730 
Strategy for facilitating interactions between climate intermediaries and US CLIVAR 
(Andrea/Gregg)

PPAI Panel Breakout, Thursday, August 6

Time Agenda

0800 – 1000 PPAI Panel Discussion

0800 – 1000 Breakout wrap-up and highlights (Gregg/Kathy)

1000 – 1030 Break and return to plenary
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1530 – 1630 Session 4: Joint Session with POS – Diagnostic Tools and 
Metrics for Intercomparison of Reanalyses and Utilization of 
Innovation, Increments, and Residuals 

Capitol

1530 – 1540 Innovation, increments, and residuals: Definitions and ex-
amples (Patrick Heimbach)

1540 – 1550 Example utilization of residuals: Arctic Halocline and Antarc-
tic Slope Front (Dimitris Menemenlis)

1550 – 1600 Challenges in evaluating lower-dimensional features 
(Gad Levy)

1600 – 1615 Metrics based on fuzzy similarities between lower 
dimensional features for intercomparison of reanalyses 
(Barnabas Bede)

1615 – 1640 Discussion on key challenges and opportunities (Detlef 
Stammer)

1640 – 1730 Session 3 Cont.: Discussion of CPTs (current and future) Executive

1730 Break for day

PSMI Breakout Continued - Friday, July 11
0730 – 0800 Light breakfast Millennium Gallery

0800 – 0900 Session 5: PSMI Discussion: Synthesize reports, big picture 
view, future foci

Executive

0900 – 1000 PSMIP wrap-up discussion
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